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A.INTRODUCTION 
"";' . 

. '-'i 

(1 )'~he Internltiiollal Commission on b~icreconimeridations; the present report 
Radiological P.rotection has been functioning results" from the' examination of such new . 

when was. established ·by the information by tlie'COmmissloriancl its com· 
;1:,;, ·h{ii\~::,}?econ.dIllternlltiillna·1 Congress of Radiology •.. mittees. and. task, groups .. ,The recommenda-,. ..'" 

· Ita.ssunied its pte~eDt organiiational Iorm in tions lIlade in thlsrepori supersede the former. 
',1950 in 'order more effectively the basic recomniimdations published by the 

·'i' 

. .. . 

l·:;I"i"'·rlapidl);.,e;~plm(lin,gJield of radiation protec- Commission, but not necessarily those of-its·, 
one of the commissions established . committees.· Although this publication com~' , 

thelntemational Congress of Radiology, . prises a'comprehensive r.eview of its recom·· 
fCRl' has continued its close relationship with : mendations, references are made in itto other 

, succeeding Congtesses,and it has also been reports ofICRP commitlees arid task groupS, . 
looked: to as the 'appropriate body to give in which more detailed discussion of various .. 
· genemlguidanheon the more widespread us~ points may be. found. . " . 
of radiation sources caused. by the rapid (4) As in its previous recommendations, the 

_ 'dtiVelbpmen'ts'irt tIreftetctohrm:ielll"CI'le!'!IY" €ommi5!ll~i&t\\iueJim:t.lIliiliioaizing,..; 
T'fte',ebilttids.imt·CUllBlitles·<te<'ffiail'JlaiD,·its •. Ja~~",.AJ.thQugb.,.~ C,QIlUIlission .;' .' " ' 
iradltional contact with.medical radiology recognizes that adequate control should be' 
and the medical profession generally, and it estabHshed over a number of sources of non-
also recognizes its responsibility to other pro- ionizing radiations, it continues to consider 

· fessional groups' and its obligation to provide' that this is a subjectthat lies outside its field of 
guiclance within the fieldofradiation protec- work. ',"'" . " .." . '. 
tion as a whole. Details of the Conirnission's' (5) The Commission wishes to reiterate that 
ruies,membershipand relationships with its policy is to .consider t.J:!e fundamental .. 
'otherbodiesaretobefoundintheappenclixto principles upon which appropriate radiation 

... this report. ·c'·.' . ' ... , .... protection measures can be based. Because of 
(2) The first recommendations ofthe ICRP the differing conditions that apply in various 

were published in 1928, and further reports countries, detailecl· guidance ontheapplica-
: were issued in 1931, 1934 and 1937. Following tion of itsrecommendations, eithedn regula- , 

the Commission's reorganization in 1950, tiolls or in codes of practice,. should be 
basic recomrriendaliqnswere.,issued in 1951; . elaborated by the various international and 

·1955 and 1959_ A list of these and other national bodies that are familiar with what is 
recommendations of ICRP is given in the best for their needs; The Commission recog~ 
appen'dixtothisreport.,· nizes that theindividual experts responsible . 

(3) In 1966 the Corrimission published its for putting radiation protectiol1into practice 
recommendations (ICRP Publication 9) rieed guidance that is sufficientiy flexible to 
which had been adopted in 1'965; they were allow for national, regional or otliervariation. 
amended in 1969 and 1971. During the last For this reason the Commission's recom
decade new information has emerged which mendations areintendedto provide an appro-: 
has necessitated a review of the Commissfon's priate degree .of flexibility. Because of this, 

*The st~tus of the various committee puolications 'is shown in'~he appendbc to [his report . 

. -, 

v' 
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RECOMMENDATiONS OF THE lCRP 

'. theiom in. which the recommendations are 
worded wiil not necessarily be suitable, and 

. may oftenbelnapproprlate, fordirect assimil
. ation into regulations or codes of practice. ." ~~. -' - , .. 

General guidance on the application of the 
Commission's recommendations is given in 
sectionsFandG. . 

)i€lH"OB,JEC::::TJ:VElS-OF RADIATION .PROTECTION 
"c. ", : ~ . 

~
S~~~~~G!pr'JteCti(>n'isconcerned with; . sure that non-stochastic effects do not.occur . in!iividuals, their prolleny in any such tissue. Eor <til these changes, the 

a whole •. while still allowing., severity of the effect depends on the magni-' . ...; 

,
1~~S~~~~~from. which, nidiation tude of the dose received, and 'there is likely to . result;:··JThe :.detrimental . be a clear threshold. of dose below which no 

protection is required detrimental effects are seen. . , . " ". amI. hereditaryi radia- \/"'(9) The' aim of radiation protection should •••. :.rf~~~.~~~;~:~~~~~~~~ called,;,·.~somati~' jf they be to prevent deirimental non-stochastic' in the expOsed individual effects and tolimittheprobabilityofstochas-hiInslllf. anli!"he'redital~" if they affect his de effects to levels deemed to be acceptable. 
'j?,~::~:~n~:.~:1~~:.: ~ffe~,~~~~~~~,~4t~',,'~"', An additional aim'is to ensure that practices "'; invoMngpadlatie>&~justl~{se.r ., ,. paragraplJ.1~tioD!lS~, 

, . i~ regarded as a function of (10) The prevention of non:.stochastic dose,without threshold. "Non-stochastic'" effects would be achieved by setting dose-j, ,'; effects are those for which the severity of the equivalent limits at sufficiently low values so '. effect varie~~Uh the dose; and for which a . that no threshold dose would be reached, even ",,:tlm:shold!'ma:y therefore occur. At the dose following exposure for the whole of a lifetime . "rangeinvolvedillradiationprotectioD; heredi- or for the total period of working life. The .. lary effecisarllcegarded;lS being stochastic; limitation of stochastiC effects is achieved by . Some somatic effects arestochasiic; of these, keeping all justifiable exposures as low as is cru:cinogenesili is considered to be the chief reasonably a€hievable, economic and social somatic'risk of irradiation at lo~ doses and factors being taken into account,' subject ,"'c' theretore.the main problem in radiation· always to the boundar-y condition that the : .... ;,c protection;YI~:.. ."";':'.'~·i'·d.f'A;;'., appropriate dose-equivalent limits shall not ',"';; (8) Some non-stochastic somatic effects are be exceeded (see paragraphs I 03 ~ 128) .. 
specifidoparticular'tissues, as in the case of (11) Most decisions about human activities .. cataract ofthelens, non-malignant damage to are based on an implicit form of balancing of 'the,skin; ceiL depletion in the bone-marrow,. costs and benefits leading to the coneIusion ,'. Causing". haematological deficiencies, and ' that the, conduct of a chosen practice is ·.gonadal ceil damage leading to impairment of "worthwhile". Less generally, it is also 'fertility;:Other non.stochastic· effects may recognized that the conduct of. the chosen ". arise!n the blood-vessels or connective tissue practice should be adjusted to maximize the 'elements which are common to most organs benefit. to the individual or to society; In of the body. and therefore require that, as' a radiation protection, it is becoming possible ~ .prec<lutiornuy megsure, a dose-equivalent 'to formalize these broad decision-making -~ limit should apply for all body tissues, to en- procedures, though not always to quantify . . . . 

.' . 

of these 
sufficient prr'teclt, 
therefote necessary, 
est<lblish dose-equiv: 
whete the benefits . 

. received by the s: 
population.,.. 

t'''i,'' {12lFoftheabove 1 
',' ".' reconunendsa syster. 
'. "rnainfeaturesofwhic 

.' , (a) no ;~actice 'sha 
introduction· pl 
benefit;, :".' .. 

: (b) all expoSures s 
fCa50l!l;!bly ach 

. socialfactors. be 
.. and .' 
(e) the dose equival 

not exceed the Ii 
lbe' awravr iltte 
Comm~" 

,Detriment 

(15) The dcleterious 
radiation may be of m 
effects on health there} 
andnon-stochasticeffe 
vidual and stochastic.f 
tions. In addition,the 
effects not associatJi:! \I 
need to restrict the u 

. products. '. , . " 
(16) The Commissio 

conce!?t of detriment t( 
possible to quantify, ' 
effects. In general, the c 
tion is definedas the rna 
tion" of the harin inCUr, 
to radiation, taking into 
probability of each type 

·rnternmiona·1 Commi.~siol1 
Report 19. International Com I 



RECOMMENDATIONS OF niE ICRP 3 

. them. -The procedures are discussed in more ,/ (13) In applying these reeommendations, it 
• detaU in section E. However, the applicatiori must be recognized that many present prac- . 
of these procedures does not always provide ticesgive rise to dose equivalents that will be 

· sufficient pr.otection for the individual. It is received in the future, These dose-equivalent 
therefore necessary, for this reason also,. to commitments (see paragraph 25) should be 
establish dose-equivalent limits in situations tak. n into account so that necessary develop-

i.Where lhe benefits'anddetriniimts are not' mems of present Or future practice would not 
· received .bY the' same. members··of the be liable to result in undue exposure of any. 

~;:;;poPulation.': f:.'!·;:':"'· .. ... " :;: ... " .. inembersofthepublic. .;cj., .' ,. • 
·,'f.:ic (12)Fottheabove.reasons,theCoinmission· ,.;:-'(14) Although the principal',objectiveof 

. ·':'''·'iecomniendS'8 systemiifdose limitation, the' radiation protection..is the achievement and 
:.,'." main features ofwhich'iIte as follows:'· . : .. ;' maintenance of appropriately sareconditions .:, 
. ,,' .:el,., }:i .:,?".",.; .•...... : . .' .. ,..: ... c .. :' .. ,:,i, for activities involving human eXposure, fue " 

(a) ~opractl~e shal~be adopted~~less ~ts • Ii:vel of safety required for .theprotection of ., .. :: ..... 
. ., IDtro~uctlonp~~,~ll~(lS~.~?~ItlVe net.: all humanindividllalsis thoughtlik~ly to be . 

benefit;;.; ',T/' . -'. ....,.;.. ,;.> adequate to protect other species, although. 
(b) all exposures s?aII. be kept a~ ~ow as " not necessarily individual members of those 
'. re~onably achi~able; e:ononuc and species. The Commission therefore believes. 

SOf;t.a\ factor~~~~.~t,akenl~to account; that if man is adequately protected then other 

(c) :: dps~ eq.ii~~~~i t~i~4iVid~alss~aII:~;~~;c~~~gS are also likely to be sufficiently .' 
not ~xceed the bmlts recommended for 
fue appropriate circumstances by the . 

. Cb,rriIrtiSsion.' . . 

C;BASIC CONCEPTS 

Detrim~nt ........ ~ .;'. . .' . • b~t also the severityof the~ffect. ;~es=' 
(15) The deleterious effects of exposure to deleterious effects include both the effects on 

. radiation may be of many kiJ;lds. Among the . health and other effects. On s.ame occasions it 
· effects ori health there may be both stochastic is convenient to aealsepatately with the 

.. <'and non-stochastic effectsin the exposed indi- effects, or the potential effects, on health. 
vidual and stochastic effects in later genera- These are then characterized by the concept of . 

. ' tions. In addition, there may be deleterious detriinent to health. For.effects on health, if 
. effects not ass.aciated with health; such as the PI, the probability of suffering the effect i, is 
.. ·.need. to restrict the"use of some areas or· smaIIandtheseverityoftheeffectisexpressed' 

products. '. . > .. ,' . .by a weighting facior 81, then the detriment to 
. (16) The Commission has introduced the . health, G, in a group of Ppersons is given by 

· concept. of detriment to identify, and where 
• possible to quantify,',aIl these deleterious 
· effects. In general, the detriment in a popula
tion is defined as the mathematical "expecta-

· tion" of the harm incurred from an exposure 
. to radiation, taking into account not only the 

probability of each type of deleterious effect, . 

Dose equivalent 

(J 7) The absorbed dose .. D, is insufficient 
by itself to predict either the severity or the 

·International Commis~io~ on R~diatio~ Units "and Measure~ents. Radialion Qlumtities and U~its. iCRU 
RepDf't 19. International Commission or. Radiation Units and Measur,ements. Was~ington. 1971 . 

. -•. 

.-:., 

._,'-



4, IiECOMMENDA nONS OF THE ICRP 

, ,probability of the deleterious ~ffects on h~alth 

, , resulting.{i:om irradiation under unspecified 

ccnditiorU!. In radiation protection it has been 

found, convenient to introduce a further 

: ,quantity that correlates better ~vith the more 

, importlUlt deleterious effects of exposure to 

'<radiatioft"more particularly with the delayed 

, ;~~~~~i~~~ This quantitY, called dose absorbed dose weighted by 

factors Q and N given in' 
.:' . ..; :,:.!$~·-r';::';'d',;.:,::- .. _: 

: :~~~1:~~fi~~~1~~~~t~~'~" dose, Qisthe qualitY the product of all other modi, 

'specified by the:'Comrnission. ' 

tact(!ISmligtlttflkeacc:ouI)t, for example, 

, ' " ,'. of rille and fractionation. At 

, \,(" " ,'" Com,mission bas assigned the 

'\: ',value:poN. The special name for the unit of 

,," ",dose equiValent Isllie sievert (S"it ' ' , 
. ';,:;?_;",). :·;:::~~/i:~-':'"·-·.", . . . "f . '-' .: 

, , ",-, , ,:,'J,~,J Sv, '" 1 J1cg-' ( = HlO!rem). 
'. . ...• . "~,co},: - I . 

"",;, "I, 

' ... 15 

10 

5 

.. ," /. 

, (19) The quality factor, Q, is intended to 

allow for the effect on the detriment of the 

microscopic distribution of absorbed energy. 

His defined as a function ofihe collision stop. 

ping power (.Lro) in water at the point of 

interest. Interpplated values of Q as a 

function of Lro can be obtained from the 

,figure, ,which is based on the values shown in 

thetabk:.,, 

L~ in-water 
", (keY/I'm) 

<,35 (and less) ,,' 

~3 ,,:' ,"'i41~?' 
• 53 ' .. ',c';:' 

.. ) 15 (and above} 

,-. ' . .'/ . r -~". .'-. 'i--.l~; 

" '-, 

Q 

For a spectrum of radiation, an effective 

,value, Q, of Q at the point of interest can be 

calculated.-
(20) When the distribution of radiation in' 

Lro is not kJ.lown at aflpOiats'irrl'lre-vol!m're"Qf .

interest, it 'is 'permiSsittI\Ntrf!S1!"~ma.te" 

::' 

" .. ! 

0 1 ,'/ ",'" 10 , '10' 

. (.L"",) Collision stopping power in water. keV/p,m 

103 

:.'.; 

Fl~. 1. Quality '~~c~or' as' a .function of'~ollision stopping power ion' water. 

.... , 

1IIm;rnational C~mmission on Ra~i'iation Units .and Measurements. Dose Equivalent, Supplemen{ to ICRU 

. t ,"Reporl i9' .. lnternational Commi;sion on Radi~tipn Units and Measurements, Washin~to.n. 1973. 

.. ,': "-- . ,. 

values for Q related 
primary radiation. F 

I!!ission recommend: 
Q to be used for bo 
radiation: 

Xrays .. ycaysande 
' .. Neutrons, protons 

. sin~ly-charged pari 
gr~ter than one-ate 
l!nkno~nenergy 

""",' ·lZ.partic~andmull 
particleS(~nd parti' 

. 'charge)~ofunkno\lj 

I~ the ca:se~f ther' 
, ' uniquely defined, an 

the tables and diaara 
function of neu~rc 
Publk:Qtion 21, fig. 

" thermal neutrons). ' 

(21) The tecol7lrne 
are intended for use, 
tiQD, and then for co 
exposure with thelim 

" fON_essin!lt~'~i 
that.a;s:e.'taken,.intlu 
su<;b limits. The v~IUI 
selected on the basis 0 

live biological effecti' 
account of the fact t 
,limits (see paragraph, 

extrapolations from t 
, which deleterious effe 

ly assessed. These va 
, not necessarily repr, 

'relative biological • 

, observed effects. suel 
-- ,animals atlowlevels c 
, stocliastic effects in 

doses. It is particulal 
equivalent should no 
likely early consequer 
exposutes in man. ' 

__ Collective dose equiv 
, (22) The relations 

and the distribution ( 
exposed population 
single quantity can a, 
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. values for Q related to the' various types of 

. primary radiation. For this purposethe Com

'mission re90mmends the following values of 

Q to be used for both external and internal 
radiation: f;. 

X rays." rays and elec"trons· .. I 

.. ::'.> ""~ Ne,utrons,.protons.and.:: i'." . 

singly':'cbarged particles orrest mass 

i . 

distribution for the purpose of assessing detri

ment. Nevertheless, there are many situations 

in which valuable use can be made of the 

quantity called collective dose equivalent. 

The collective dose equivalent (S) in a popula

tion is defined by the expression 

greater thanoneatomic:niass unit or . .:-... 
unknownenergy '.' ..... . · ..• 10 ". ,,,here Hi is the per caput dose equivalent in 

. "L",,,j,;,.pa[tict ... ndmu~tipIir;,,~rged "',,:7'. ," ,t~e whole body or any specified organ or 

•....• /:-.:,;'.;, partlcle«and partIcles of unknown ";;"".. .. tissue of the Pi members of sub group (I) of 
"~, ''<;'"''~' :"" charge).of'llnk,nownenergy -j- '. '.~:;: 20 '.: .... '" >i,' th d I· - . .' . 

. ,.,;,.,.>., . '" .. ,,,,, .. , ", ';.".. . . d': ;" .. : eJ(pose popu atlon. The appilcatlOn oC 

<;I~\the case ~f thermal",neutrons the L;., IS thiS concept is discussed.inparagraphs219, . 

llruquely defmed, and Q'may be taken from . 221 and 232 .. 

if. . ..... the tablesanddiagrams which present Qas a (23) The collective dose equivale~t (Skl 

•. ,:,>:: function of: neutron·. energy (;!iz. ICRP . from a practice or source (k), is defined by the' 

";~;Pub!i''ation'21, fig. 15;.giving Q =2.3 for' expression " . .? '. 
'?'thermalneutrOns).":. . 

~", (21) The recommended valuesofQ and Q . .' s.=f~ @P(.H)df{ 
· ,'are intended for use only in ~adiation pro\ec- .' 0 '. '--'-v-:--
"', tion, alld then for comparing actual levels of 
·~_ith-tbelimits,o.t:4QseeCll\ival<!nt; or where P(H) dH is the number of individuals 

· ,:. fOi>-assessitlg..\hQ&L~nents of detriment recefvitTg"lrcmseel}!li ialeAt il\o-~l:J.Qle,.b.Q~i" 

""that are taken into accou~t in the selting of arany~6fgllQ.9i',ti.§ueint.b.e{aIl8.eH 

.. such limits. The values of Q and Q have been to fl + dH. It is often not necessary to assess 

.~ selectedim the basis of relevant values of rei a- the contributions from small values of H 

':tive biological-effectiveness but they also take accurately, provided that an upper estimate 

: ::"ac~otlnt of the fact that the dose-equivalent . shows that they would not add significantly to 

..•. limits (see paragraphs 103-104) are based on the totai integral. Ordinarily, the upper range' 

·.extrapolations from higher absorbed doses at of the integration is limited by the relevant 

:.\vhich deleterious effeelsin man can be direct-' dose-equivalent limits. A collective dose 

',:'Iy assessed. These values of Q are therefore equivalent including contributions from high . 

'~',hot nece~sarily representative of values of doses is not suitable for assessments of the 

· 'relativebio!ogical effectiveness for other type described in paragraph24 . 

. ' observed effects, such as stochastic effects in·' (24) In the definition of the detriment to 

", 'imimalut low levels of absorbed dose or non- health (paragraph 16), if there is a proportional 

, . stochastic effects in man at high. absorbed relationship betweenH andpi (see paragraphs,.' 

.. : doses. It jsparticularly important that dose ·27-30) and if gi is independent of H, the.n the 

.: equivalent'should not be used to assess the detriment to health, G, is proportional to 

likely early consequences of severe acCidental the collective dose equivalent, Sk.1;he validity 
of this relationship between detriment 

· exposures in man. 

.. Collective dose equivalent 
(22) The relationship between detriment 

and the distribution of dose equivalent in .an 

exposed population is not simple, and no 

single quantity can adequately represent the 

'. 
,-

. and collective dose equivalent depends on .. 

the validity of the assumed linearity, with 

no threshold, between risk and dose equiva

lent. The Commission has stressed that this is 

a cautious assumption, the reliability of which 

has not yet been established, and it is 

conceivable thl\t the proportionality factors 
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· . . 

· or risk factors (risk per unit flose equivalent) The ellPosed population is not necessarily 
eQuId vl!\!Y with th~previously accumulated constant in number. It is also possible to 

· dose equivalent. However,. for practices define a collective dose-equivalent commit-' 
resulting' . ill . small' increments of dose ment, which is obtained by integration of the 
eq)livalent above that co~r~ponding to the collective dose-equivalent rate. . 
naturall!ackgmund; the additional detriment 

"" to heaJth>; t.G, froni a practice. (k) must be . 
· . . to Sk' even though .tl1e Committed dose equivalent 

.'~' , 

';~~~~~;~~,:t~ constant may be. unknown.. (26) Another quantity used in these recom. 
,:'approximate ... ' . 'mendations is the "committed dose equiva-

individual lent', H,.,to a given organ .or tissue from a . 
a~~~~~~1~~~~~~~~~~~;~!::~i~~~~s~1~:lliinl~~e:a(: single intake of radioacti V'ii material into the, 
~< . 1l0I\y;ThisquantitY,r'hichmaybeconsidered '. 

i'f,,'jt);'¥~g:~jj,~, [o'lle'a'special case::of dose-equivalent com- .. 
",,;','):;"'1i'~: V . is ilie dose equivalent that will be . 

p.~se~~!!~il'at.mt Cd,J~. ';;'im, .. , ;,i ~.I fije over 50 years, representing a 

ff~lf~;~!1:~c~:0:;£::::~~:~t~~:h::~:~ '. working life, fOIlOWing~~:l;J~~'Jfi;'i:;: .. 

''5.I!r'''L.ol, ... ''lCP;~~I~:;u~~ ;~~!:::i~:I:~7~a~~~ H 50:= J::+J7t)J/' ' ..... " 
orgajt pr tissue.for a specified 

: .. ·.c 

wllere H(l)fs tllet~~~~ntcr(js~~duivar.ht race" 
andtois thetimeofintake_ 

RADIOBIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

DOSE-RESPONSE RELATIONSHIPS', ',', 
';:. 

.' .::.. . (27).. relationShip between the dose tissue or organ as a measure of the total risk, 
· received by an individual and any particular and the calculation of the collective dose 
biologicl1i effect in\fuced by irradiation is a'. equivalent (see paragraphs 22 and 23), as an 
compJex'matteron which much further work· index of the total detriment to a population, 
is needed.· For radiation protection pu~oses are valid only on the basis of this assumption 

., it is necessary to make certain simplifying and that the severity of each type of effect is 
· assumptions. One.'such basic. assumption ,. independent of dose. .. ..,' . 
underlying the· Commission's recommenda-" (28) The added risk from a given dose incre~ , 
lions' is, that, regarding stochastic effects, .. ment will depend on the slope of the dose-': 
there is;;vithin the range of exposure condi- response relationship. If the dose_response\! 
lions usually encoUntered in radiation work, a relationship for stochastic processes is in fact' 
linear relationship without threshold bet\veelj highly sigmoid, the risk from low doses could.'! 
dose and the probability of an effect. The be overestimated by making a linear extra- . 
simple.'.5ummationof. doses received by a polation from data obtained at high doses.: 

: " 

There are radiobioI!>, . ' 109 that the dose-res! 
radiation will general 
increasing dose all( 

, absorbed dose range 
many effects" stUdil 
response in this rang 
an expression of the f( 

'.E';"~ 
. - ····- .. :~·:·!-;;';:,·:;;4 

. . wh~e E denotes ih~ 
"au and "b'~" , '.' .. areca 

,>, term (bD') in ihis exp 
..., :', high absorbed doses 

.. . gray) anrl high absO/ 
order of one gray p 

.'.',' linear term (aD) and th 
come to predoniinate'i 
are redUced. Altbougi 
form haS been. docun 
effects, the relative va 
.,'.'cl

p

, and Hb'" varY frl 
. arnnt.rer:''fhe<~rto 
, tnaydiffer-foratlrersl 

determiiled. For hu 
particular, knowledge 
tionships is too limite 
prediction of the sha] 
curves atiowdoses and 
theless, in a fewinstanc 
based on results of i 

'. populations involvin"" . o· 
. ofilieorrlerof05Gyo 

repeated at intervals of, 
such cases it can be rea 
the frequency per ~nit a 
cular harmful effects 
exposures is not likely tl 

'I gr.y(Gy) = I Jkg-I (= II)( 
t At hi~h doses this e:<pressi. 

cell sterilization. This effect j~ 
see p.aragraph 33.) 
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,There a.r~ ;'~di6bioIOi!icalgro~XJs forassum-.I the freqttency of such effects in the dose range 
ingthatthedose-responsecurveforlow-LET! of concern in radiation' protection, even 

radiation.will generally increase in slope with I though the latter may be received at much 
inc:r';""r,'" dose. and' dose rate, over the) lower dose rates .. 

'!ri;:t~_s:)_~b':~ dose range up to a few gray" For. (29) "{n many' instances, however, risk 

~:~~s~ff:;c:~ stu,~iecL e~~:~r~;;::~~~;:dthe estimates depend'on data derived' from ri •..... ,,_ II .' irradiation higher doses delivered at 
the"e case.s.it is likely that 

':""""v ... ,"fre,~ue:nclfolfef'fectsller unit dose will be 

.~~:~~~~:jl~~71~~;~~~:~:~~~~~:' a~~::~~:~:lt:,:,:;~~t::f~~~: to'reduce these at' in allow fortheprobable' 
one' . difference in The risk factors'discussed'· 

lit; ::'~~. , the possible to applyi~'practice for the purpqs~s 

-, . 
. -;." 

'.......-: 

.~~~E~:;.~!r:~~~~r~~~~·:(O~f the. later have therefore. been chosen as far as 

slope represents of radiation protection_ .'. . .. , c!~iCtdtn;, (,;¥ 
co.me:toprt:dc • .niiina.teas thedos~and dose rate ".:,/.(30) The use of linear extrapolations, from !'i'eU!,~;,' 

.. "areredtice'd.Although a relationship of this tlie frequency of'effects observed at high M1,~{) 
. ".' form hal! been documented for a variety of . doses, may suffice to assess an tipper limit of 

. "'effects, ~he relative. values of the parameters . risk, with which the benefit of.a practice, or 
,.' _ ~~<ari¢.~n-·(~fr'Orrr'~db!eM'~t&«· the.,.haza£!;\ ,.a(."-atL alternatjv~p,~e_nQt 

auatili!t ;J'beeKle.lt~O'wmcll'!heI elat!emltlP", iD.."obiiIlg,., IadiatiOn.. expgsure-may. '., pe 
may differ for other situations remainS to be compared. However, the more cautious such 1 
determined;, For' human populations in an assumption of linearity is, the more ( 

.; particular, knowledge of dose-response rela- important it becomes to recognize that it may \ 
tionships is roo limited to enable confident lead to an overestimate of the radiation risks, ( . 
prediction of the shapes and slopes of the which in turn coul.d result in the choice', of , 

, cu·rves 2tlow doses·and low dose rates. Never- alternatives. that are more hazardous than \. . 
· theless, in a few instances risk estimates can be practices involving radiation expo~ures. /,,' 

",based on results.of irradiati.on of human Thus, in the choice ofaltemative practices, 
'. populations involving single absorbed doses, radiation risk estimates should be used only 
· ofthe order of 0.5 Oy orless, orto such doses with great caution and with' 'explicit 
· repeated at intervals of a few days or more. In recognition of the possibility that the actual . 
· such cases it can be reasonably assumed that risk 'atlow 'doses may be lower than that ',: 
· the frequency per tlnit absorbed dose of parti- implied by a deliberately .cautious assumption 
cular harmful effects resulting from such of proportionality. . . 
exposures is not likely to overestimate greatly 

,;' .))\ 
. 't. 

'/(2,:'- \,-.' ~ <" 

.. 'I gray (Gy) = I JkS-' (= 100 rad), 
" tAl high doses this ex.pression would have to be modified to take account of the decreased tumour risk caused by 
.cell sterilization. This effect is not significant at the doses encountered in normal exposure conditions. (HO\vever. 

.. see paragraph 33.). 

,-
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IMPLICA nONS OF ASSUMPTlONS ABout 
DOSE-RESPONSE RELATIONS 

(31) A practical.' :adiation . protection effect of high doses in causing the loss of 
/' system needs to be based on.certain simplify- reproductive capacity or the death of cells .. 

ing assumptions if ifis to be applied effec- Thus, with particulate radioactive sources 
tively. The assumptions already made about withina tissue, to assessthe risk by assuming 

. \"the proportionality between dose and effect a homogeneous .dosedistribution would k 
'.:'<\:lVer the i rangeof.'.doses of'concem in probably overestimate. the actual risk •. 

.<,:,,:5iii;(radiationprdtection imply certain principles Moreover;" for non"stochastic., effects, the 
"<::;~\ttthat can'}llii applied to importantprac!icallimited amount of celilossthat nrlghtresult "".'! 

"':4;problemssuchasthose'relating to'significant at moderate dose levels would be most 
··;;;~;.'volumes and areas~and 'the rate'at which ... unlikely to cause 'any'impairmentof organ 

.,:3.dosesmay be a(cu~uIlited .. These are dis- function .·',k>,.j;i.)", .., ' 
,"'cussed in the paragraphs that follow: (34)F~r exposure'o{ ~he skin, either to .. ' 

. . .. ' .",'" external sources <or as a result of skill 
3:;};", :. conbinination, itis'Iiot generally appro." 

,Signijicarzt volumes and areas 'priate to averagethe dose equivalent over the 
(32) From the as~umption about the entire skin; The averaging procedure wilt,' . 

. " .,.· .. proportionality l!etween dose and response . depend on the circurllstances and is discussed' ("" 
>(see paragraphs 27-30) it would follow that . in more detail in paragraphs 182 aIid 183 .. "":'" . 
'. fO'f'Sfacmr.-nc-~i~'womebe-juM~$iaOle-" . . . . . 
" ttre:msitfeT'~OO.se"'_'.aU,~oL" " 

uniform sensitivity in a particular tissue or . Rate of dose accul'(lulation .. 
organ.' This use of the JIiean'd@ has (35) The Commission previousiy recom
practical advantages in. that the significant mended that, for occupational exposure, the 
volume:cafl usually be. taken as that of the magnitude of a single dose equivalent should 
organ or tissue under consideration. be limited to one-half of the former annual· 

(33) When the irradiation of a tissue is' dose-equivalent limit .. This practice; which; 
'. non-homogeneous, the use of the mean dose was intended to prevent the accumulat.ion of 
,.over the tissue ceases to be strictly valid if more than the annual dose-equivalent limit 

... ' . doses to individual cells differ more widely within a short period of time, now seems to ! 
than the range of doses over whiCh the dose- be unnecessary. The Commission therefore" 
. response relationship. for the tissue can be believes that it is sufficient to set annual 
. 'regardedas linear. An example of this may : dose-equivalent limits. and does' 'not 
. be the irradiation of the lung by radioactive.' recommend any further restrictions either-on 
particulates. However,' on the basis . of, the instantaneous rate Or on the rate at which 

'. theoretical considerations, and of available the dose equivalent may be accumulated. 
'.epidemiological evidence, the Commission except in the case of occupationa~ exposure 
believes that, for late si9chastic effects, the of women of reproductive capacity and 
absorption of a given quantity of radiation pregnant women (see paragraphsll5 and 
energy is ordinarilY likely to be less effective 116). in cpnsequence; the Commission nO" 
when due to a series. of "hot spots" than· longer recommends the use 'of tlie former 

when uniformlydistributed, because of th~ age-rel~~ ,sA."2. ~ .•.....•. _ 
"Unless specifically qualified. the term dmc equivalent refers to the mean dose .equhiarent o~er the entin: organ or 

(issue. 

(36) In its former 
Commission stated . 
one organ of the 
irradiation of one pa 
is likely tobeor great 

. of the dose it rece . 
'. '. radiation or the impo 
:,.damage that results_ 1 
.• referred to as the c 

f.~circumstances, imd d 
,~individual was dete! 
. ':equivalent limit for th 

::-. concept of the: critical 
C:' did not permIt the su 

.' according to the relad 
· '. the irradiated .tissues_· 

: recommends a· pro 
.aCCOU!)t of the total r 
exposure of all tis 
paragraphs 104, 105 ar 
, (,3;7), . For the. Pu. 

,protection it is necessa 
of organs and tissues 

. siderl!li because of t. 
radiation damage, the 
damage and the extent 

. treatable. In this seCl 
.. presents lUloutIine of 1 

about these features 
· . radiation Protection. 

'. (38) Some of the qu: 
discussed in the folto' 

• clearly age- or sex-depe; 
· those for the deveJopn 
. or for the induction of. 
addition, the risk facto 
of malignancies are red, 
because of the long latel 

.. Ihe development of the 
reasons the 10lal risk 
exposure will vary som 
with sex, although in 
from the average value' 
sexes are not· consider, 
purposes therefore,. su 
obtained by using a Sil 
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l'ISSUES AT'RISK 

. (36). In its former recommendations the limit for each organ or tissue' for all w~rkers I . 
Commission stated that; when more than regardless"()f age or' sex. These .limits· are 
one organ of the' body is exposed" !lie': based upon the average risk. levels described .' 
irradiation of one particular organ or'tissue' below or the vanous organs or tIssues. The 
is likely to be of.greatest.importilQce because same principle applies also. Qr I ferent 
of the. dose it receives, its sensitivilY to members of the general public. 
radiation or theimportance to health'of ·any;, ", (39) The- risk factors· for.diffetent tissues '.' 

'.'damage.that resultscThistissueqrorgan ~as.:;kre based'1!Pori the estimated likeliho.od of. 
"'; referred to as thtiXcitticaJoneunder the" inducing. (fatal ". malignant, disease,non~, ' 

circumstances, and"dose'limita!ion'.for the stochastic,'cnanges,",or substantial genetic 
iI1dividuai was determined by·. the dose-, defects expressed in liveborri descendants. It '. 

· equivalent limit for thatti$sueor organ .. The / is recognized that the appropriate basis for' 
· concept ()f the critical organ usedin this wayU quantifying detriment shoUld include the 

did not permit the, summation of detriment? evaluation of all other forms of hurt and 
. according to the relative-radiosensitivities of.; suffering that may result from· exposu.~e •. 

the irradijtted tissuese-The Commissi()n noW' This problem is the subject of a task group 
recommends. a . procedure which, takes report being prepared fOr the Commission. 
account of the total risk attributable to the It appears likely that the forms of detri!llent 
exposure of . all tissues . irradiated (see mentioned above would be regarded as the 
pai'agFap)la. . .Iil4fJ~5-lMIQ;J~,,· . ·dominan",~Qm)i!Qnen's'm thi:.b.at~,tbat mali 
- ~j.1-), E9lh .the., ~'.-oi .. , ;iii1jat iM .becansed. ~rndjatiQn,and.thQse:olL whiclt 
protection it is necessary to specify a number . risk factors should most appropriately be 
of organs and tissues that have to·.be con~ based. .. 
sidered because of their susceptibility to' 

~,:-

radiation' dalllftge, the seriousness 'of such .: Gonads ,.,'; . 
damage and the extent to which this could be _ (40) Deleterious effects caused by irradia- . 
treatable. In this section the' Commission tion of the gonads may be of three different '. 
presents an outline of the assumptions made types: tumour induction,. impairment of 
about these features for the purposes of fertility in . the irradiated individual, and 

· radiation protection. _'. ',_ .. " . "hereditary effects in descendants. 

[

. '. (38) Some of the quantitative risk factors . (41) Human gonads appear to have a 
discussed in the following paragraphs are relatively low sensitivity to the induction of . 

. . dearly age- or sexcdependent, as for example cancer by 'irra!\iation, since no carcinogenic 
, those for the development of breast cancer effects in these organs.. have yet been 

or for the induction. of hereditary defects. In documented condusively.·· '.' ..... 
addition, the risk factors for the occurrence (42) In the female, impairment of fertility 
of malignancies are reduced in older persons,· varies with age. Induction of menopause, . 
because of the long latent periods involved in with permanent cessation of fertility, could 

. the development of theseeffeets. For these': result from an absorbed dose of 3 Gy (low- . 
reasons tlie iotal risk. from an individual, LET radiation) in a woman' aged 40, whereas. 
exposure will vary somewhat with age and !'the same absorbed dose might cause only 
with sex, although in fact the variations temporary amenorrhoea in a woman aged 
from the average value for all ages and both 20. The difference is .related to the fad'that 
sexes are not consider~ble. For protection" production' of new oocytes normally ceases 
purposes therefore, surficient accuracy is in ~hiIdhood, the number of such cells 
obtained' by using a single dose-equivalent decreasing progessively with age after 

" 
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menarche,'as oocytes lost from the ovary Red bone marrow 
through ovulation or for other causes are not (44.) The red bone marrow is taken to be the 
replaced . .In the testis, by contrast, the tissue mainly involved in the causation of 
supply of·' spermatozoa is replenished radiation-induced leukaemia; other blood-

.,.continually throughout adult'life by prolifer- forming tissues are thOt)ght to playa minor 
alion. of spermatogonia and other sperm role in leukaemogenesis ... Observations on' 
precursor cells. Depletion of such cells by humans irradiated for therapeutic purposes 
irradiation': can 'be; repaired if enough. or on Japanese survivors of nuclear explosions 
spermaiogoiUa remain. intact to repopulate indicate that: the. incidence of radiation". 

·the damaged testis.' Although the.sperm" induced leukaemia reaches its peak within a; .. 
countmai'blfdepressed temporarilyhy an" fewyearsafterirradilltion;andreturnstopre- . 

;absorbelLdose of 0.25. Gy (low-LET radia~ irradiation levels after about 25.years_ For .' 
f tion) deliv~red at .a.hi~h dose rate, 'the \radiationpr?t~tion purposes the risk factor .. 

" absorbed dose reqUired to cause permanent ~orleukaemlalstakentobe21O-3Sy-I. . ... 
. : sterUit{is: larger by at· least an order of .... (45) The haematopoietic cells in adults are 

magnitude~(:; ..<', assumed .. to be;;randomly"distributed 
(43) The gonads are thetissues'jnvolved iii ,<throughout the'haematopoietic marrow 

the production of radiation-induced gene' within ti-aecular bone (see ICRP Publication 
. mutations'and chromosomal changes leadIng . 11). herefore, dose .equivalent to those cells 
to hereditary defects. Observations,; mainly . is' calculated as the average over the tissue 
on sinall marnmals and lower organisms, have which entirely' fiUs the cavities within 
prol'idedd~tn.&refiUen~:7g£hecedita<¥., t£ahWJlal:.boilL, , ..... .....;.. .' 
dla!fl!~.r~5nl'iag,~,W:~a.."'46~ .. A.tIima.\, experiments have .indicated 
tjomi on man have indicated the frequencies i that a protracted absorb,ed dose 0[20 Gy 
of the various naturally-occurring hereditary (gamma radiation) over a lifetime would not 
and partially hereditary diseases that might be impair the haematopoietic function of the red 
affected. 'the eKtents to which these diseases' bone marrow. In man the impairment of 
would.increase.with a given increase in the function of the red bone marrow is not 
mutation rate have for the most part not been considered likely to be'a limiting effect, prov/: 
demonstrated directly in any organism. It is ded that occupational non-stochastic dose 
believed that the frequency of dominant, sex-. limits are set at the levels recommended in 
linked and certain chromosomal diseases paragraph 103. ',.,.-
would increase in direct proportion' to dose. 
The' increase in the more common "irregularly. . "-. 
inherited" diseases would be less; especially in Bone "'T, . 

the first two generations. Where the whole of ." (47) The radiosensitive cells in bone have· 
the body is exposed uniformly, it has heen been identifiedasihe et!@St~!lL_cells 
estimated for present. purposes' that the . epithelial cells on bone _g;;:~~4see' 
hereditary detriment is likely to be less than . Publication ~TneComrnission 
the detriment due to somatic injurY in the mendsthat,where'possible, dose eqil.ivalent 
irradiated individuals .. The risk. of serious in bone should apply to the endosteal cells and. 
hereditary ill health within the first two gener" cells on bone surfaces,and should be calcu
ations following the irradiation of either lated as an average over tissue up to a distance 
parent is taken to be about 10-' Sy-I, and the' oflOttmfromtherelevantbonesurfaces. 
additional damage to later generations to be (48) A review by. the Commission of the 
of the same magnitude. The risk faCtor for- radiosensitivity of bone. in relation to the 
radiation protection purposes is given in development of radiation-induced cancer 
paragraph 60. indicates tbat, per unit dose equivalent, it is 

_. ... - . 
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much less sensitive than breast,'red bone pounds in bronchopulmonary lymph nodes,; 

[

., marrow, lungapd th)Toid. For purposes of which comprise about lllJo of all lymphoid 
i radiation protection tharisk' ractor, for bone tissue in the body. Their selective irradiation 
., canceris taken to be51O"'Sv~'. . ". can be regarded as corresponding to extreme

ly' non-uniform irradiation of the lymphoid 
, .. " ·,·cc. . tissue as a whole and so probably involving a 

Lung . , . ' .,~. .. . .,.:::' lower h~ard than ·if fue contained activity 
(49) Cancer of the lung has been observed in. were uniformly distributed through the total 

'r¢ners exP'Qsed "to high concentrl!tions of'maSs of lymphoid tissue .. For irradiation of 
. ::'iidorr andits decl!y prodlicts; Inminers ~t. is ,f(lymphocytes, however, the non.uniformity is 
.,f difficult tQ'. derive.a quantitl!tiveest/mate, \If/'less extreme, owing tot)le normal circulation 
,;·:nskin ternllkof dose,:becauseof,the greaL:~of lYmphocYtes through the lymph nodes of 
"'range/n tbe,estimates.9tllt have; been made Or;:;ihe body; '. ,tt':i,i~~~k ,..' .. "'. .'. :,' 
····pose pet unit concentration of activity inair~i:::,' (5~) Autopsy data 'from men who had 

However,.:.the epideiriiologici1l'i,: evidence :::previously inhaled ,plutonium particulates 
makes it possible toset.Iimits combining the;indicate that the 'mean. concentration of 

.,ooncentratiQn .of radon daughterproductsin " ,plutonium as averaged overthetotal mass of 
",aIr aJidthelength of time sJ,lent inthatair;.SO'atIlymphoidtissue islikely to. be substantially 
'as toensutean adequate degree' of protection. less than, the mean concentration in lung. 

, Amore detailed discussion of this subject is to. . tissues. Since the lung is regarded as of higher t 
be found in the forthcoming report oCCem· :.sensitivity than the lymphoid tissue, itis to be} 
mittee 2's task gro.upon radon,. thoron and "assumed that the irradiation of lung is likely 

" .1heitdimgbteqIWd!!~" . . '." ", IQ.,.be.,,;QJ.Qt,,"-\irnjtjiJ&ethan that ef lymphoid 
" ,(5.Q),Cari<;w: o[theJung,cle!u'ly.attributable "t.issue,..in. determining,.the, dose limitation for 

·to radiation exposure haS not been reported in i;nch .inhaled insoluble radioactive particu-
, people who have worked with radioactive ·lates. . 

materials in particulate form, such as pluton.. (54) Fer the purposes of radiation protec
ium, even thoug!aome of them were exposed. tion therefore the Commission considers that, 
above current limits. "As. a:ready.noted in 'in adults, it will b:s~tisfactory to co~sider the, 
paragraph 33, the Commission believes that 'trachea, bronchI, pulmonary region and i 

· the hazardof particulate materialin the'lung pulmonary lymph nodes as one composite; 
is likely to. be less than· that of the same· organ of mass 1 kg, to which dose limitatien' 
material distributed uniformly throughout .. for the lung should apply. • / 
th 1 - ,j .... :'.-" •. '.. •• 

· e ung... . ""'".' "',,"'"'';''''' ., 
. , . (51) There is evidencethat external irradia .... : .•.•. . 

·:tioJi can also induce lnng cancedn man. The ,"Thyroid .' .,"" . , .. 
present indication is that the risk of Illng .. ;". (55) The cells at risk in the thyroid gland 
cancer is about thtl same as that for the devek,' appear to be the epithelial cells of the thyro.id 
· o.pment ofleukaemia; this estimate may need 'fo.llicles for which the dose calculation should 

:'to be modified when, further data become 'be made. In most cases the mean dose to the 
'available on the time·course of developmenf~~wholegland will be substantially the same as 

,,: oflung cancer afterirradiation. Fo.rradiationjhedo.se to these cells, : '.' 
fprotection purposes t/lerisk facto.r for lung.".: (56) The sensitivity of the thyroid to. the. 

canceris taken to be 2 10.3 Sv-'. . '/ induction of cancer by radiation appears to be 
.; higher than that of the red bone marrow to the 

Pulmonary lymphoid tissue (52) A partic- development of leukaemia. However, the 
,ular case of importance concerns theretention • mortality from these thyroid cancers is much 

'.:ofinhaledparticlescontaininginsolublecom- • .lower than for leukaemia, primarily because. 
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. .' .' o.r t,.h~. su.cc~~ in the treatment of thyroid) tissues is unlikely to exceed. 510.3 Sy-I', and it i~ '" equivalent delivered 0 
cancer and the slow progress of this type of further assumed that no single tissue is 'r" tumour. The overall mortali.!y.riSk factor is". responsible for more than on.e.fifth o. f th.iS (seeparagrapIt103). (62) In adults the e( 

. considered to. be abo.ut one quarter of that for '. value. . 
· ", the. red bone marrow; for ra.diation protection -' ~ ::: l.1.rl-l'e>il:..JV ~ _.,q~.,",~ anterior epithelium of .c.- cal region generally c( 
j p.urposestheriSkfacto.ristakenas510 .... Sy-I. ." ~. n- ~'3 .,~ fth I 
'.".' . Totalstochasticriskfrom ImiJorm wffole-~ 0. e ensmostsusce~ 
';X " .>;;; .' ".. . . . '. '. . body irradiation . l:. ",·b-l-< lens opacities. Forthl 

'!:Breast ':,:,', ". . . .. '\. (60) For the pu;poses of radiation protec.' . prot~tion the equal, 
::;;i;7(§i) :Data on· the develo.p~e~t of 'breas\ 'tion involvIng individuals. the Commission. . CODSI 'ered 10 lie 3 rnr 

;;~;}~1lc.i:~~J9Ilp'wing. ir-adiation .. ' of • women, \(conchides that tli.emortaIity l'isk factor for' '.' ~eeye. 
_,' ,~: ii~uggest. that~: during:.reproductive life, the Vadiation.indllced cancers is about 10.1 Sy-I, .' ,}i:kkin 

,;' ~<feinale:breastmay ,be one. of tliemore radio· ' .. as an average forbothsexes and all ages. The 
·.l'~ensitiY';tissues onhe h,uinan body.There are averagei:isk factorfor heredItary effects, as' (63) In comparison 
· ;;'itidicatiOns'that, under these circumsiances; ;:expressed in the first two generations, would discussed, skin is the 
, ,',::,the risk.fador for breast cancer may be a few .. besubstantially lower than this, when account liable to develop fata! ( 

·.··ti'mes. higher than: that for leukaemia. For .. .is taken of the proportion. of exposures that is However, cosmetican, 
· <'f~dilition protection purposes the risk factor \ likely to be genetically significant, and can be. . .in the skin mayo.ccu; 

.' IS taken tobe 2.5.10" Sv-I (see also paragraph -..\ taken as about 4 10" Sy-(. Both for the ;. absorbed doses of 20 
',38). " somatic,and for the hereditary risk factor, ever weeks ormonths 
· :;:'<. the estimates will differ somewhat for workers skiil, Therefore, the 1 

aild fer members of the general public, be· limitforexposureover 
'<Ri.#.;oj.£tmfel-i»,oJ4,oihfN tiSsues., c:attreof'tlre"dift'eieuce~~-m,the-" ' lifef.ime..s.lillllki,.~~ 
:;'" (Sltrltr.'additrorrttr't!'tbse tiSStres discussed . tIro"'poptrlatiOlfS'i' 'Fh ___ inff~ in, 101'*, mcIi . .nqlkstocbastk cI 
,'above, forwhichan approximate estimate has risk, however, are not sufficiently large to graph 103). 

been· made' of the -frequency with which warrant the use of separate values for protec- (64) The thickness 
, ',':'malignancies are induced by moderate doses tion purposes in the two cases. However, the considerably from on, 
'?(jf:radiation~ there are other tissues (e;g .. assessment of the total populdtion detriment another. The basal cell 
: <'stomach; , lower large intestine, salivary due to radiation from a given expo.sure should is taken to beHhe ski 
',glands and probably liver) for which there is \ also take account of the total risk of Because of undulation: 
-evidence iliat radiation is also carcinogenic at .\ hereditary damage that may be expressed in . and because of the finil 

'·jnoderatedoses.However,for these tissues. no all subsequent generations. This risk, per unit a range of 50-100 pm 
. estimate can yet be. made of the risk factor, dose, is considered to be about twice that· appropriate for speci( 

·\although it is likely that this is low. There are .which is expreSsed in the first two generations sensitive layer of most J 
':-oll1er tissues, such as muscle. and. adipose . only. . . practice are not protect 

j .tissu\l',:rorwhich Uttleevidence lias been . . therefQre exposed dire 
, .:' obtained .. of any. 'tumQur .. inductio.n at , . . . practical doseassessrr 

, '. m~:;{~~!~s::iima;~ ca~be ~bt~;n~j how. L~~) When the lehsis subjected to protracted :'::I~~!: ~~~u~~ 
. ever, of the total of all malignancies induced,' . irradi1ltion over the occupational lifetime 

"',relative to the risk of leukaemia induced' with high or 10w·LET'radiation it can be 
· . under'. the same,.conditions of irradiation.\. concluded that a total dose equivalent of 15 Sv 
· ,From this evidence it appears likely that the would be below the threshold for tbe produc

majority of all induced malignancies arise in 'tion of any lens opacification that would 
those tissues from which approximate esti- interfere with vision. The Commission there· . 

r 
mates of .risk halie been obtained. On th,is . fore recommends that for radiation workers 

'.ba. sis ifis estimated that the combined risk of the annual dose.equivalent limit for the lens 
malignancy in all remaining unspecified . should be' derived from the above dose 

.:.... .," '. ...:. ", ."'. ,-: . "" ", .', .-

· .-' '.~ 
'."1\,".: ... 
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Children and foetuses 

(65)Exposure before birth or during child- ... 
hood may interfere with sUDsequent growth 
and development, depending on Jactors .such 
as dose and age at irradiation. Susceptibility 
to the inductiori of certain malignancies also 
appears to be higher during the prenatal and 
childhood periods thanduringadultlife . 

Other effects 

(67) Other than the specific effects already 
discussed, there is no good evidence of 
impairment of function of organs and tissues 
at the levels of dose normally encountered in 
radiation work. The evidence for Iife-short!'n
ing from effects other than tumour il)duction 
is inconclusive and cannot be used quantita-· 
tively. Moreover, it seems unlikely that any 

. major hazard from irradiation at recom
mended levels has been overlooked •. asjudged 
by the evidence from heavily irradiated 
populations, observed for periods up to 30 
years. 
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E. tHE SYSTEM OF DOSE LIMITATION 

. " (68) In brder to achieve the objectives listed costs will not be the same, this broad process 
c,, in, paragraph 12, the, 'Commission recom- of balancing would, however, be legitimaie ' 

'mends a system of dose limitation, the main only if the detriment to each individual does 
;:: purposes of which are,to ensure that no source, " not exceed an acceptable leve!. In exercising 

,::};irofeJ:pOStlre is unjlJStified in relation ,to its ',this process in relation to ionizing radiation, 
,:',itYbenefit$'jiiJhose of'any'available:a1ternitive, ,v; the individlJallimitation of detriment would " 

;:l{thlJ.t'a:nY!~~c~sary eXiio~l!res are kept as low:" be achievedby compliance with the . 
. . {,;Mras is,reaSoIiably achievable, and that the dose .'!sion's dose.equivalentlimits. ,', ' 

1~~ecjuivalen~'received,:'ao not exceed certain ' , (71) It,,may thus be nece.saryi~ inake 
\:~'specifiedlirnits and that allowance is made for ~ subjectivevlllue judgments in order to com

.>~~~futuie,;.~aevelopment~tThese :,'points are" pare' the, relativeimporta~l:e of the costs ' 
.t'.·expandedfurtherintIi~follo\ViRjiparagraphs..imposed on human health by 'radiation 
'.Y", (69) Id~Uythe acceptability of a proposed exposUre' with othereeonomic, and social 
.:',operatiori"or practice involving exposure to . factors. In thisrespect radiation is not unique, 
".'c'radiatioti~hol\ld be determined ,by cost- and the same statement could be made in 

:: ,benefit aJialysis, the purpose of which is to "respectof a number of other agents to which 
C ,:',ensure that the total detriment 'should be, :mankind is exposed. ' ' 

, , ,:,"approP.riatelnmall in relation to"the benefit " 
. resultirigfrorn.the'introduction of the 

,'~proposed" activity. ,Comparisons "between 'l'hi!'l:ritses'fiff tkeidiitg' whr/'N$'~ 
" praeticesshould be madeafterthe application, achievable in dose reduction 
of ' the ,procedure of optimization (see (72) Many of the factors described in the 

'paragraphs 7]--76). The choice between preceding paragraphs will not be necessary 
'practices will depend on many factors, only for deciding what is reasonably achievable in 
'some of which will be; associated with radia.. dose reduction below' the recommended 
tion protection. For this reason, the compari- limits. For this purpose the question is 
son 0 f practices is not discussed furtherln this whether omot the activi ty is being performed, ' 

, ", reil'Ort. Optimization" on 'the other hand,' at a sufficiently low level of collective dose 
; should be a major p~rtof practical radiation' equivalent (and usually, therefore, of detri- ' 

" protection; it is discussed in more detail in the. ment) so that any further reduction in dose 
'followingparagraphs."i,'" , .' ; ',,; 'c' would not justify the incremental, cost re- "" 

(70) In cost-benefi6inalysis the benefits are' quired to accomplish it; In making this deter
, taken to include all the benefits accruing to 'mination. the cost-benefit analysis shifts 
society, and not justthose thatwiU be received ' from a consideration of the totai benefit of 
by p<lrticuJar groups or individuals. In certain the activity to the change in net benefit that 
circumstances benefit&'cim be quantified, bllt; might be involved in requiring the activity to ' 

, when they. contribute: to the satisfaction of be performed at one level of dose rather than 
human desires, such""quantification may another.' 
prove difficult. Costs' are considered as (73) The net benefit, B, of a prod"ct or an 
eomprising the sum, total of all negative operation involving irradiation can be 
aspects of an operation, including monetary regarded as equal to the difference between its 
costs and any damage to human health or to; gross benefit, II; and the sum of three com~ 
the environment. Since the distribution ponents: the basic production eost,P, theeost 
through the population of these benefits and of achieving a selected level of protection, X, 

and the cost, 1': oj 
the operation or ii 
disposal of thepro( 

'B=V • 

Cost as used here 
purely economic co 

'" (74) In order to d 
rion in exposureis ' 

nec:essary to con: 

""-,",, on the othertheinci 
:'!lChi.~veJmCllt; In thl 

analysis. intended tc 
',the independent var 
equivalent, S, frorr 

, , 

, mum netbenefitwol 

dil(dP 
dS ":'\CiS' 

. Since VandPcan be 
S for a g~ven" p~c 
, optimization condit 
, S' such that the incr, 
tion per' unit dose 
reduction of d~r 
equivalent, i.e.' 

, (dX) 
dS s.' .... 

However, other COl 
:. detriment, such as res 

. Or use of areas" will n( 
, .rhe collectiv .. dose .. 
,SOillecases, be influel 

, equivalentintheexpo 
; , " (75) Assessments 

... --". equation may be help 
amone~aryvalueto th 

, <'<It/ivaIefit. Although 
diffiCUlt to quantify. 
ponents of the detrim! 
the cost equivalent of, 
Publ~shed, and, with a: 

, pro~~de, Possible qual 
d.cclSlon-making proe. 
IIOfl22). ,'" . 

. "", 
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and the cost, Y, of the detriment involved in 

the operation Of in the production, use and 

, disposal of the product, so that 

B";V-(p+X+y) , 

i 
(76) The application of the process~ 

described in preceding paragraphs does not 

always provide sufficient protection for the ' 

individual, particularly when benefits and 

costs are not identically distributed through 

Cost as used here includes social as well as the population. For a given practice; regard

, putely economic costs. less of the, result of the differential cost';' 

, '(74) In order to determine whether a reduc- benefit analysis, individual dose:equivalent 

tion in,exposureis "reasonably achievable" it limits must be ,respected. If the use of the 

is neeessllU to consider on the one hand the optimal '~ollective dose equivalent, would 

., , incri:ase,ofbenefit from such II reduction and cause any individual to exceed an appropriate 

on,thctotherthe increase ofcostlnvolved in ils limit, itwouldbe necessary to set the collective 

, achievemelJt. lri;!hedifferentiliicost-benefit, ' dose equivalent a~the point where individual " 

analysis~ inten~d to mllXimize the ne~ benefit, dos~equi valent limits would be respected. 

the independel1t variable is the collective dose • 
,equivalent, S, from the, practice. Theopti- ' ,',~ ',' 

mumnetbenefitwould be attained if ' , , Dose-equivalent IImils-gene;ai 

,', ,<S",:;_(: ,~, ~:~~:!y- 0 ~~;~=~:!!~F~~::~;~t~:::1:~' 
SinceVandPcanbeconsideredconst~twith widely used interriationally and have been 

S for a given practice, it follows that the incorp?rated into. legislation in a number ~f 

~i&n_dWoD.is.£,,!fj!led ~v~ _, coun~l~s and ~eglons., Furthermore, ~:re IS 

S~,su;:h,thllt.the jg~rea'e in ~.Q(iltotec- no eVlaence to l~dicatetfiattlie~01!tII~SslEm'S" 

tion l'er unit dose equivalent balances the re~ommende~"sysrem"af'~-li'mrta!irmhas', 

reduction of detriment, per unit dose faIled to provIde an adequate l~vel of saf~t .. 

equivalent ie, ' '" owever, the CommIssIon beheves ,that It IS 

, . . appropriate to review its dose-equivalent, 
~ ,(dX)' "(d Y)' , , limits In the light of present knowledge, to 

- == - - ' determine whether any change in the levels is 

'dS, s' dS s· ' called for. The Commission's recommended 

However, other componentS of radiation dose-equivalent limits are discussed in para

detriment, such as restrictions in the access to graphs 103-108. 

" oruse'ofareas, will not norrilally be related to (78) Almost every exposure of. the body 

,the collective dose equivalent and may, in involves the irradiation of more than one 

some,cases, be influe.nced by the highest dose tissue; and therefore, for reasons referred to 

equivalent in,the exposed group. , >",' in paragraph 36, the Commission believes 

, '(75) Assessments based on the' above that, for stochastic effects, it is appropriate to 

, equation may be helped by the assignment of recommend a dose-equivalent limit based on 

arnonetary value to'the unit of collective dose the total risk of all tissues irradiated. This 

equivalent. Although in. practice it is very system incorporates the setting of a single 

difficult to quantify even sorne ,of the com- dose-equivalentlimit for uniform irradiation 

ponentsofthedetrlment, sever.;! estimates of of the whole body (see paragtaph~ 104 and 

the cost equivnlent of a man sievert have been' 119) and Ii system designed to el}sure that the 

" published, and, with all their limitations, they total risk from irradiation of parts of the body 

provide possible quantitative inputs to, the does not exceed that from uniform irradiation 

deciSion-making process (see ICRP Pub/ica- of the whole body (see paragraphs 104, 105 

'tion22),,\ and 125), The system is further subject to the 

. f: 
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C~~::~~~::;~t~~:~dS~ii~ngle tis~ue should recei ve mOfe dose·equivalent limit to 
prevent the ,occurxel)ce of non:stochastic 
damage(seeparagraphsl03 and 126). Ideally, 
the recom!1lendati6ris of the Commission 
should be designed;Ao ensure that the 
detriment from any year's practk-e should be 

need to be considered in any assessment of 
total hereditary effects. The reproductive life 
of workers exposed to radiation is considtred 
to lasl about one third of their working career, 
and the Commission has therefore taken this 
factor into account in deriving the weighting 
factors given in paragraph 105. 

· ··limitfid tulfvaiue independent ofthedistribu· (81) The Commission's recommendations .'. Jlonofdoseequivalelliwithin tltebody. '. deal quitedifferentlywitlt two distinct condi· ";'.(79) The Commission'~ dose limitations aie . lions of exposure: 
. intended to relate to the'dose:equivalentcom •• 

"minnentresulting fromiyear of a particular 
practiee,:'i\'ithmost external irradiation, and' . 

;witb.short':lived radionuclides taken into the 
· . body; thewmmitted dose ,e!Juivalent from a 

year of practice will be received either instan
taneouslii,?r,within ll. short time,. and thus· 
should bi($U~ject to the limit for that year. 

'ao,';V"v~ri;:the,iPommiiied dose equivalent 
frool l"yei!r'i iiltilke of a long.lived radio.' 
nuclide refers; t9 dose ,equivalents delivered 
over a lon~:penod, even up to many years, ; 
after theyeiirlnquestion.ln principle. the use 

(i) in which theocctirrence of the ~xposllre . 
is foreseen and can be limited by 
control of the source and by the appli. 
cation of the Commission's system of 
dose limitation, includirig the develop. 
ment of satisfactory operating pro· 
cedures; 

(ii) in which the source of exposure is not 
subject to control, so that any subse
quent exposure can be limited in 
amount, if at all, only by remedial 
actions. 

onlie cfuse-equM!lebt'commitinent concept When a source of exposure is subject to dcres"permiftiiedb~e equival~nt receiVea in a control i~ is feasible to apply the Commissin,gIe yeaC'tpexceed the annual limit (e.g. in sion's system of dose limitation (see paragraph the case oranInlake inl year of a material of 12). Once such a system has been established, longeffectivehalflife,followed by an intake the objective should be to plan the use of in thenextyear,equaltoanALI* ofamaterial radiation sources in such a way that, in of short effective. half life). In practice such normal practice, the system will not be · situations will be rare and the dose equivalent infringed. The dose-equivalent limits assume during any yeadn excess of the annual limit the additional critical function of acting as a wiII normally be small. ;,.... . check on proper and adequate working 
(80) The Commission'conside~s that, in practices at the source of exposure. Thedose· assessing risks for the purposes of setting the equivalentlimirs should not be regarded as a dose·equivalent' ,limitJor individuals, the dividing line between safety and danger; when' hereditaey,detriment'Hn . the i11lmediate limits have been exceeded by a small amount it . offspring of an individual (i.e. in the first two is generally more significant that there has .. generations afterirradiation) should be. added . been a failure of controltnan that one or more . to the total ofaoy iadiation,induced somatic individuals have slightly exceeded a certain detriment~ The presendndications are that a • agreed dose. . . substantial part of the,total hereditary harm ". (82) In many practical situations it will be appears.in these first two generations of an convenient to make use of a derived limit, individual's offspring>;The harm to be calculated with the aid ofa model, whicl'lproreceived by all subsequent generations would vide! a quantit::.tive link between a particular' 

"'AnnualLimil of Intake. 
". ,:.; 

equivalent,.limil 
paragraph 140el 
the intel)tion sh, 
such that.adhtn 

'. certaintyof'c:ol 
sion's reComme. 

, , However;':,rBltrii 

2~~ ":"ft',';··· matter Is. dISCUSS . ':;:~¥;>' F_:;~. 
'.:",,;,:, (83) The:,Coll 
,;, . areintend#ifg,£ 
" .... '. individu'<lIs;'nCi. 

,. '0 .. · ate affspring,;'ql 
hereditatylinds 
lion as a,whol" 
considertheeXp: 
populations;):1i 
ed doseliniits'a] 
posure, miinelY 
gencraf'exposiir. 
organ or' tissue 
equivalentshali r 
dose eqtiivalenl 
sources and cO:m 
radioactivity ta~ 
year of practice: 
limits, the dose e 
include co/ltribu 
cedure or from 
(see also paragra 

(84) The dose 
been establishl\( 
are regaided as 
equivalents"', ma 
monitored and • 

. limits are not eo 
equivalent form 

.' theoretical conc 
the design and 0 
makes itunlikell 
will receive me 
equivalen t. Th, 

. checked by ass 
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Il1ea$urement and the recommended dose- procedures and statistical. calculations, and 
equivalent limit or intake limit (see also by control of the SOurces from which the .i 

paragraph 140 et seq.). In deriving such a limit exposure is expected to arise, and only rarely ,I 
the intention should be to establish a figure byspotchecksofindividualexposures. 
such that adherence to it wUI provide virtual (85) The basis for the limitation of indi
certainty of compliance' with the Commis- vidual, exposures, either of workers or of 
sian's recommended dose-equivalent limits. members of the public, is the limit for the 
However, failure to adhere to the derived weighted mean whole body dose equivalent 
limit will not necessarily imply a failure to (see paragraph 104) and not the derived limits 
achieve compliance with the Commission's Or levels by which the dose is controlled. The 
recommendations, 'and may,'require"only a actual doses received by individuals will vary 
more careful study of the circumstances. This depending on factors such as differences in 

" matter is discussed in greater detail in section their age, size, metabolism and customs, as' 
F. ' " .';~~, , , well as variations in their environment. With 

, (83) The Commission's recommendations 'an occupationally-exposed individual it will 
, are intended to",limit somatic effects in often be sufficient to use derived limits and 
individuals, hereditary effects in the immedi- levels to assess his exposure status. With 
ate offspring of iuadiatecl individuals, and exposure of members of the publicit is usually 
hereditary and somatic effects in the popula- feasible to take account of these sources of 
tion as a whole. It is therefore necessary to variability by the selection of appropriate 
consider'theexposureQfbothindividualsand critical groups' within the population 
populations. The Commission's recommend- provided the critical group is small enough to ~ 
ed dose limits ~ppiy to t":'o ca,tegories of ex-;.be rel~tivelY homogeneous with r~spect to .-

~ posure; namery occupational exposure and' "age; cfJet and thOScrllspectnn'bel'!e¥IOttV PRat'" 
, generaf lixposure {=l"lrngraptrtl7}: lIrl!Il:y" affect'tlre't!oseS'reeei-ved.'S!Jehagr_~ld" 
organ or tissue the limitation of the dose be representative of those individuals in' the 
equivalertt shall refer to the sum of the annual population expected to receive the highest 
dose· equivalents contributed by external dose equivalent, and the Commission believes 
sourcesand'committeddoseequivalentsfrom that it will' be reasonable to apply the 
radioactivity taken into the body duririg any' appropriate dose-equivalent limit for indivi
year of practice. In relation to dose-equivalent dual members of the public to the weighted 
limits, the dose equivalent shall not be held to mean dose equivalent of this group. Because 
include contributions from any medical pro- of the innate variability within an apparently 
,cedure or from "normal" natural radiation, homogeneous group some members of the 
(see also paragraphs 87~93). 'critical group wmin fact receive dose equiva-

(84). The dose-equivalent limits that have lents somewhat higher than the mean. How
been established for occupational exposure ever, because of the maximizing assumptions 
are regarded as upper'limits,. and the dose used, the dose equivalent actually received 

,equivalents may have to be individually will usually be lower than the estimated dose 
monitored and controlled to ensure that the equivalent (see also section G). 
limits are not exceeded. Limitation of dose (86) Before discussing the limitation of 
equivalent for members ofthe public is a more doses in diffetent conditions of exposure, it is 
theoretical concept, intended to ensure that first necessary to review the relationship of 
the design' and operation of radiation sources the Commission's recommeIJded dose
makes it unlikely that individuals in the public equivalent limits to exposures from natural 
will receive more than the specified dose radiation and of patients from medical 
equivalent. The effectiveness of' this, is procedures. 
checked by assessments through sampling 

,-
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Natural radiation and dose-equivalent limits fore be insta~ces in which judgment will have 
(87) Man has always been exposed to radia-, to be exetcised as to whether the,component , tioit from his natural environment; the basic of increased natural radiation should or sources of natural radiation exposure being should not be subject to th~ Commission's cosmic rays, radioactivity in rocks and soil, recommendedsystemofdoselimitation~,' 

, and radioactive nuclides incorporated into his (90) It should be emphasized moreover tissues. The'dose of natural radiation that a that, on the premise that the frequency of persoit receives depends on' a number of radiation effects is linearly proportional to .. ~ factorsshch as the height above sea-level at the dose received, such harm as may be caused >. which:he .. :Uves, the amount and typ~.,pf by natural radiation coulc! be regarded as ,s ,radioactive ilUcIides in the soil in his neigh" independent of, and simply' additive to, the., ' 
• , .. ,<:) bourhood.,and the amoimtthathe takes into amount of harm thatmay be caused by any of J ~ J ,his body iIi! air, water and food: The total, . the man-made praciicesinvolving radiation, <i ,/ absorbed dose rate in'most human tissues exposure to which the Commission',s limits1 < ..... from ·natural radiation' is about one~' apply. In this sense, regional variations in \ thousandth of a gray per year, but absorbed natural radiation are regarded as involving a ; dose rates up to one-hundredth of a gray per corresponding variation in detriment in just: year, .or' more, have been reported from the same way as, for example, regional varia- . , , certain limited areas oftheworld. tions in meteorological conditions or volcanic (88) Marl-made modifications of the en- activity involve differences in the risk of harm vironment'and man.'s activities can increase in. different areas. On this basis there is no the "normal" exposure to natural radiation. reason why differences in natural radiation Examples.ofthis include mini:ng.Jlightat high, 'shQuld.atIec.t.ac~eptahlel""els. &$,man-mad .. , altitudes, and the use of building materials eXp9~w:e,.atl¥.more..lhau:dlf'er~Q= m otw,,· con.taining naturally-occurring radioactive natural risks should do. 

nuclides. Even living within a house is often 
sufficient to increase' radiation exposure 
because restricted ventilation tends to lead to , « 
an accumulation of radioactive gases and 
their decay prodilcts. , , " 

(89) In radiation protection theCommis
"sion's recommended dos~equivalent limits 
,have not been regarded as applying to, or 

" including, the "normal":, levels of natural 
"radiation, but' only as being concerned with 
those components of natural radiation that 
result from man-made activities or in special 
environments. This convention, ,valid on the 
assumption of linearity (see paragraphs 27-

/ 30), is justified in the sense that the Commis
sion's recommended limits are intended as 
guides for, planning purposes,' and thus 
primarily apply to man-made practices.' 
Clearly, however, there is no sharp dividing 
!ine between levels of natural radiation that 
can be regarded as "normal" and thoSe that 
are more elevated owing to human activities 
or choice of environment. There will there-

.-

Medical exposures of patients and' 
dose-equivalent limits 

(91) In these recommendations "medical 
exposure" refers to the intentional exposure ' 
of patients for diagnostic and therapeutic 
purposes, and to the exposures resulting from 
the artificial replacement of body organs or 

, functions (e.g. by heart 'pumps and cardiac 
pace"makers). It applies to exposures 
administered by medical and paramedical 
personnel. It does not refer totheirradiation 
of the staff involved in the administration of 
medical exposures to, patients, nor to the 
irradiation of one patient by another; , 

(92) Medical exposure is, in general, subject, 
to most of the Commission's system of dose 
limitation, that is: unnecessary exposures 
should be avoided; necessary exposures 
should be justifiable in terms of benefits that 
would not otherwise have been received; and' 
the doses actually administered should be 

..... -'. 
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limited to the minimum amount consistent . question of non-stochastic effeot' merits con-' 
with the .medicalbenefit to the individual sideration. 
patient. The individual receiving the exposure (95) When exposure is limited by considera
is himself the direct recipient of the benefit tion of stochastic effects, it is unlikely that the 
resulting from the procedure. For thisreason additiOn of occupational exposures and. 
it is not appropriate to apply the quantitative normal medical or natural radiation expos
values tif the Commission's recommended ures would cause a total dOse equivalent that 
dose-equivalentJimits to medical exposures. wOlild be near threshold values of any harm
With certain medical exposures a ver:l(nluch ful non-stochastic effect. Although, in 
higherievel ofrisk may in faetbe justified by principle, contributions to the dose 
thebenefi~derivedthanbyiheleveljudgedbi equivalent from all sources (I.e. also from 
tlie Commission ~o be appropriate for occu"·,.. medical sources arid normal natural back
patiomil exposureor for extiosureof members ground) should be added in assessing the like
of the public. '. ,:"., . :";'::i";~';e;. . Iihood of non-stochastic .damage occurring, 

(9J)U has already beenindleated in para- the Commission considers that in practice it is . 
graph'89 that the; Commission's recom- not necessary that this should be done. High 
meitdecl.dose-equivalent limits are intended' doses from natural radiation sources would 

. for' planning purposes and refer to that com· only be expected to occur under the special 
ponent"'lif risk resulting frorn a particular conditions mentioned in paragraph 89 and 
pracncetowhich radiationprotection applies; should inany case then be included under the 
Under the' assumption of linearity the risk dose-equivalent limits to the extent that the 
fro~.~.apTl!CtiCjtis."Daffect=dhy;the.~ .~vated expClsures. are subiect to h~man 
froin.otlw:.sa.tirc.e&,;.an!iitiSthereforeiqstifi- control. In the case of high. medical exposures 
able to consider separaiely the doses received (e.g. in radiotherapy) it would be the doses 

. from such practices from the doses acquired from these exposures that would dominate, 
from medical exposure. In view of the con- and the consideration of possible risks of non
siderations .aetailed in paragraph 92, the stochastic effects (e.g. to the lens of the eye) 
CommissioR- .considers that radiation 'doses . would be part of the medical considerations in 
resulting from rnedical expos.ures should not the treatment of the patient, rather than the 
influence any .of the procedures of dose task of those responsible for radiation 
limitation applied. to . exposures from other protection in general. 
sources. Ho~ever, because·of the possibility 
of non"stochastic. effects developing in the 
exceptional cases of workers who have under
goneradiodiagnosis or radiotherapy involv.· 
ing heavy irradiation of part ofthe body, and 
whose '''ork would involve substantial expos
ure of those' parts, the working situation 
'should be reviewed by the competen t medical 
authority. . 

IinplicatiOlls for non-stocha~tic fiffects 

(94) As already stated, the Commission's 
recommended dose-equivalent limits for the 
limitation of stochastic effects do not apply to 
contributions from natural radiation sources 
or from medical exposure .. However, the 

.-

Dose"equivalent limits for workers 

(96) As stated in paragraph 77, the Com
mission's recommended dose-equivalent 
limits for occupational exposure have been ill 
effect for' over 20 years. In view of the 
emphaSis that the Commission places on risk 
estimations, it believesit appropri~te to assess 

. the levels of risk that are associated with its 
dose-equivalent limits .. The Commission 
believes that for the foreseeable future a valid 
method for judging the acceptability of the 
level of risk in radiation work is bY'comparing 
~his risk with tfiat lor other occupations 
recognized as having high standards of safety, 
;vhich are generally considered to be' those in 
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,\ which the average annual mortality due to any "Index of Harm" on this basis is given in 
occupational hazards, does not exceed 10 ... •. a report on this topic being prepared for the 
,In most occupations, fatalities, whether due Commission; however, no su·ch criterion can 
to accidents or disease, are accompanied by a be regarded as more than indicative of broad 
much larger number of les? severe conse- differences in risk. It should be mentioned; 
quences. Radiation exposure, on the other however, that an accidental death appears to 
hand, at levels imposed by adherence to irivolve an average loss of about' 30 years of 
recommended dose-equivalent limits; is ex- life in many industries, and'to be associated 
pect~tocausevery few,injuries or illnesses in with an approximately equal total loss of 
eXpose\! workers other than allY maligillint working time from industrial acCidents. A 
diseaseswhjchmay ,be induced.,;In,ilssessing "fatal malignancy induced by occupational 
the ',implicati<>o of 'dose-¢quivaJent limits exposure to radiation would be expected to, 
therefore the' ComiriiSsio'n believes that the, involve the loss of about 10 years of life,', 
calculated rate at which fatal malignancies owing to the long!atency in tl;!.e development: 
mIght be induced\Jy occupatIOnal ex osure to, of such a condition, without appreciable 
fa ationshould in anY,case not exceed the associated time loss from accidents. 
occupatIonal fatality rate of industries recog- ' (99) When making comparisons with other 
nized ashavi a hi b standardsofsafet . safe occupations, it should be realised that the 

) Other criteria than fatalitY,rates could ,level of risk representative of a safe occupa- ' 
be used in'ensuring that radiation eltPosure, as tion relates to the average risk for all workers 
controlled by recommended dose-equivalent in that occupation, the risk for individual 
limits; involves no greater' hazard than in workers varying with their job and being,_ ' 

, otlier safiffn_ausiries. raealIy, account should ,distributed around this average. A similar 
{je talC'en ofarrcomponents onlle narm, or distribution of individual risks also otcurs in 
detrimel)t, involved in the various occupations radiation work; in many cases of occupational \ 
.,-in~Judingthesum of all accidents, illnesses, exposure where the Commission's system of 
genetic defects and fatalities involved, as well d~se limitation has been applied, the resultant 

, as the- anxieties of workers or their families annual average dose equivalent is"no greater 
about the-,hazards or conditions of work in than one-tenth of the annuallimit_fTherefore 
clifferent industries. As a first approximation the application of adose-e uivalent limit ro
it can be stated that an assessment based only VI es much better protection for the average 
on the,mortality criterion can be regarded as worker in the group than that correspQ.!!ding 
conservative since experience' has shown that to the limit:. 
the non-fatal effects of irradiation are much (100) In the case of uniform exposure of the 

, less .. frequent than thtL non-fatal effects whole body, in circumstances where the Com
encounterec! in oth~r:safe OcctIP~tions. ' JIlission's recon:mendat.io~s, including the 
However, the summatlOn.and,companson of lI'annual dose-equivalent limit of 50 mSv; have 
the diverse contributions to total detriment been applied, the distribution of the annual 
are difficult to make on an objective basis'. dose equivalents in large occupational groups 

(98) Account can'-be taken' of. some has been shown very commonly to fit a log
components of disability by estimating the normal function; with an arithmetic mean of 
average amolintoftime !ost(e.g. per worker about 5 mSv, and with very few values 
year) from full activity~whether from acci- approaching the limit. The application-of the 
dents, industrial di~ease or, in the extreme risk factors given in paragraphs 40-60 to the 
case, by death fr(lm occupational causes. A above mean dose indicates that the average 
review of the'problems involved in developing .risk in these radiation occupations is com

·See the Comnthsion's report on Problems Involved in Developing an lode.\[ of Harm (in preparation). 
tSe~"A~nel( E of the 1977 Report of [he United Na'tions Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation. 
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.L' parable with the average risk in other safe 
indllstries (but see also paragraph29) . 

. ' (10/) The Commission's dose-equivalent 
limits .are primarily intended to. ensure 
adequate prote~tion even for the most hIghly 
exposed 'indlVlduals. In many occupatIOns 
workers" who ate exposed near the dose
equivalent limits are unlikely to receive such 
doses each year of their occupational life and' 
it. would" be their:expected litetiml: dose 
equivalent, that would' indicate thelt total 

intended to constrain any exposure that fulfils 
the limitation of stochastic effects (see 
paragraphs 104~11O). 

(104) For stochastic eftects the Commis
sion's recammended dose limitation is based 
on the principleihat the. risk should be equal 
whether the whole body is irradiated uniform
ly or whether thereis non-uniformirradiation., 
This condition will be met if 

. where, 'lOr is a wei~hting fattor representing ',individual risk. In'. this sense they are 
comparable with individuals who are exposed 
rando'mly to higher.risks in "safe" occupa

, lions. E;xposures consistently near the limits 
would be comp'lrable with a situation where a 
higher-than-average, risk has been identified 
for certain individuals in non-radiation indus-

the proportion Of the stochastic risk resulting 
from tissue (I) to the total risk, when the 1:' \j 
whole body is irradiated uniformly, HTis the 
annual dose equivalent in tissue (1), Hwb,L is 

tries. " ',' 
(102)' However, if the exposure of workers 

in any particular' occupation were to be. 
planned so that a large fraction of workers' 
teceived.d.o£e.. eq)!iJlalents, which,appCo!lached 

.. -the annuallirnit. the averag; exp.osure could 
rise substimtia\1y abaveone-tenth .of the limit, 
There would thus be a corresp.onding rise in 
the average risk, even though the annual dose
equivalent Ij,mit was nat exceeded by any 
imlividual worker. Long-continued exposure 
of a considerable proportion of the workers at 
or near the dose-equivalent limits would only 

the recommem;led annual dose-equivalent· 
limit for unifarm irradiation of the whole 
body, namely 50 mSv (5 rem). 

(l05) The values of lYrrecommended by the 
Commission are shown below: 

"Tissue "T 

Gonads D.25 'it' ". 
Breast 0.15 
Re4 bone marrow 0.12 
Lung 0.12 
Thyroid ·0.03 
Bone surfaces· D.oJ 
Remainder 0.30 

be acceptableifacareful ccist-benefit analysis The value of wr for the remaining tissues 
had shown that the' higher resultant risk requires furthl:! clarification. For the r~asans'_ 
WOUld ... bej ustified_ 0, '~.. .,;,. J.", ... J-, _ .' statedinparagraphs58and59theCommissian 

km..~_L, . recommends that a value of wr = 0.06 is 
Recommended dose-equl;'atenilffll}t~'- (103) applicable to each of the five .organs or tissues 

The Commission's recommendations are of the remainder" receiving ihe highesi dose ' 
intended ta preveni non-stochastic effects equivalents, and that the exposure of all other ' 
and to limit the. occurrence of stochastic remaining tissues can be neglected_(When the 
effects to an acceptable level. The Contmis- gastro-intestinal tract is irradiated, the' 
sion believes thlit non-stachastic effects will stomach, small intestine, upperlarge intestine 
be prevented by applying' a dose-equivlIlent ,I lind lower large intestine are treated as fout' 
limit . .of 0.5 Sv (50 rem) in a year to all tissues' separate organs.) '. 
except the lens, for which the Commission, (106) It is recognized'that the risk llssociated 
recommends a limit of 03 Sv (30 rem) ina" withagivenexposurewil!varywiththeageand 
year. These limits apply irrespective of sex of the individual exposed. However, the 
whether the tissues are exposed singly or values of wrgiven in paragraph 105arerecom-. 
together with other organs, and ihey are mended as appropriate for the protection of 

.. 
'. 

v 
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any worker, regardless of these sources of 
variability(seealsoparagraph38), . 

(107) The values of wr presented in para

H, ' .. J. . --+I·....L<I H wb•L . J Il,L -

. graph 105 are intended as guidance for those where, H, is the annual dose-equivalent index, 'concerned with calculating secondary and Hwb,L is the annual dose-equivalent 'limit, derived limits (see section F), In particular, Ij is the annual intake of radionuclidej, Ij , Lis they are used by ICRP Committee 2 in calcu- the annual limit of intake for radionuclide j •. v· lating values of annual limits of intake (ALI) (III) Although the. Commission no longer for radiQ!1uclides, which take account of the proposes separate' annual dose-equivalent dose equi'valent iII each tissue. In practical limits forindividuaItissues and organs irradisituations, however, it will usually suffice to ated singly, the implied values of such limits ,,"use thet,'Vo secondary limits that are applic-" may be obtained; if required, by dividing the ., able to;external lind internal exposure, dose-equivalent limit H"b.L (50 mSv in a year) namely, the limit to tne dose-equivalent index. by the relevant value of wr. Such values would Hi (see parl!graph 108) and ALi (see para- be subject to the limits, based on non-. graph 109). . stochastic effects, given in paragraph 103. (108) With e:ctemal e.xposures to penetrat-· (l 12) It should be recognized that the limits .. ing radiation, on those occasions when infor- have been derived for application in average mation i~ lacking concerning the actual situations., forall adult ages and for both sexes distribution of dose equivalent in the body, it and without regard. to individual circumis possible to assess the maximum value of stances which might enhance r'sk:-The dose equivalent that would occur in a 30 cm 'ommissioll believes that, for example, any 
sphete(the:Q~s~}vaIent }ndelt. Hit'· , vmiatiOlTilrrisR'With'l!gewilfuor iilffuence. tfie ThelimitatiM 01;. ,\l;:QOO& eqW.v;alem-tJlQ,,*i9<·, totai'rl$!(fr'cJJnua Jifetitllt!'eJq1OStIl'&trlTless-'rfre . an annual value of 50 mSv would afford a exposure is limited to a special group. Addilevel of protection that would be at least as tional precautions and dose limi[ations may be good as that provideciby the method recom- necessary, however, to' limit the irradiation of mended in parasraph 10;,j.. an embryo or foetus in the case of occupational (109) With internal exposure resulting from exposure of pregnant women (see paragraphs' the intake of radionuclides protection can be 115and1l6). 
based on annual limits of intake (ALI). These 

. are calculated by ICRP Committee 2, from 
knowledge of the various organ committed 
dose equivalents per unit intake, by applica· 
tion of the principles discussed in paragraphs 
104 and 105; such exposures are also subject 
to the limits for non-stochastic effects given 
in paragraph 103. 

(110) When external and internal exposures 
.' are received together, the Commission's 
recommended dose limitation for stochastic 
effeets will not be ex<;eeded if: 

Planned special exposures. (113) Situations 
may occur infrequently during normal 
operations whenit may be necessary to permit 
a few workers to receive dose equivalents in 
excess of the recommended limits. In su.ch 
circumstances external exposures or intakes 
of radioactive material may be permitted 
provided the dose-equivalent commitment 
does not exceed twice the relevant annual limit 
in any single event, and, in a lifetime, 'five 
times this limit. The Commission wishes to' 

• 

>Ioln-ternalioo.:ll Commjssio~ on Radialion Unit's and Measurements, The Conceptua'! Basis for [he Determinalj-on of Dost' Equivalent, ICRU Report 25, Inlerna[-ionnl Commission on Radiation Units. and Measurements, \Vashington.1976. 
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. I'mphasize ihat external exposures or intakes Dose-equivalent limitsJor individual mem
of this magnitude are only justified. when bers oj the public. (117) Radiation risks are a 
alternative techniques, which do not involve very minor fraction of the total numper of 
such exposure of workers, ar~ either environmental hazards to'which members of 
unavailable or impracticable (see also' the' public are exposed, It seems reasonable 
paragraph 171),. . . . therefore to consider the 'iiiagnitnde of radia-

(114) .Planned special exposures should not iion risks to -the general public in the light of 
be permitted if the worker. has. previol!sly . the public acceptance of other risks of every
received abnormal exposures resulting in dose c§y life. This acceptance {when related to 

, equivalellts iri excess of five times the relevant risks that.col!ld not be redl!ced or avoided 
,." atmuaI'.:Jimit .. Planlled special. ex~osuresentirelY) is motivated by the benefits that 
", shouidiiotbeperriliiied fopvomen ofrepro~.· would.not otherwise be received,byan assess- . 

···;:.'ductivecapac;ty;,·Dose. equivalents resulting'" ment of the social cost of achieving a possible 
. from pianned spetiill exposures shouid be reduction of risk, Or by an implicit judgment 
recorded with . those, from usual exposures,.' that the risk is negligible .. 
but any excess overthelimits recommended in (118) .The acceptable level of risk for 
paragraphs 103 etseq. should not by itself stochastic phenomena for members of the 

·.constitute a rei!sort"' for excluding a worker' geJ!leral public may be inferred from consider-" 
· from his usu8.J octlJpation. (Accidental and ationof risks that an individual can modify to 
eme,gency.exposures. are discussed in section ,'. only a small degree and which, like radiation 
0). ' •.... ' . . safety, may be regulated by national ordin-

.",,... . J anee. An example of such risks is that of using 
" .. ,0;;;,: .. :' . ". '. public transport. From a review of available 

Qt;iriRFititJ1/l!lf~of_,I!Jj"epP&-' informat[on reTatedto risKs regufarly-accepted" 
.. ,. Um:1~~'I»"(HS-},·W:heD;·'W~ .. ~. 'in everyday tIfe, it can 5e coricfudedtITirt1lre··· 

repr-oductive' capacity are occupationally level of acceptability for fatal risks to the 
exposed under the, limits recommended in' 
paragraph 108, and \vhen this exposure is general public is an order of magnitude lower 

than for occupational risks. On this basis, a 
. .receivedat 2Ill approximately regular rate,it is risk in the range of 10-6 to 10:'" per year wonld / 

, tmlikelythat'anyembryo could receive more 
· than 5 mSv during the first 2 months of be likely to be acceptable to any individual 
pregnancy.. Havhig . regard to. the member of the public. 
circumstances in which such exposures could (n9) The assumption of a total risk of the 
o. ccuf,the Commission believes that this on;!er of 10-

2 
Sy-' (see paragraph 60) ~ 

imply the restriction of the lifetime dose to the 
'. procedure will provide appropriate protec- individual member'of the public to a value 
t
g
. i~:es~: .• r,: .. m.'. g the e~~~ntialperi~;d of organo- that would correspondto.lmSv per ear of 

',", ','.:,':: Ii .. I ng·. w oleb.ody exposure. For th~ 
i'. ,.,;t.: . rrasons given in the following paragraphs, the .' 

Occup(ltionalexposllreofpreg~antwoinen" .Commission's recommended whole body 
· (116) It is likely that imy pregnancy of more' d'ose-eqUlvalent limit of 5.mSv 10.5 ren'l} in a/ 
than 2. months' duration would have . been y~r, ru; applied to critical groups •. has been \/ v

recognized by the woman herself or by Ii. found to provide this degree of safety and the 1 
. physician. Forreasons described in paragraph Commission recommends its continued use 
·65, the Commission recommends that, when under the conditions specified in.paragraPhs .... 
pregnancy has been diagnosed, arrangements 120-128,' . 
should be made to erisure that the woman can . (120) The apPlica. don of an annual dose-l ' 
continue to work only in Working Co~dition equivalent limit of 5 mSv to individual II 
B,specifiedinparagraph 161. members of the public is likely to result in 

I'r. • .',.'; '. . .. . .. . .. . 

:\ 
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~
aV~ragedOSe equivalents ofless than 0.5 mSv, 

.' provided that the practices exposing the 
' .. publli; are rew and cause little exppsure 
. :'outside thecritic.al groups (see paragraph 85). 

.' hen applying the dose-equivalent limit for 
members or the public, consideration must be 
given to the possibility that some individuals 
may belong to more than one critical group. 
In fact, due to the maximizing assumptions

. usually made .in selecting critical. groups,. the 
. doses actually received by the most highly 
.exposed,ittdiVidualswill in most cases be 
. conslderabiy lowet than the doses postulated 
for the critical group. . . 

(121) The actual value of the average dose 
depends upon both the result of the optimiza-

'. tion process of a large number of justified 
practices causing radiation exposures and the 
vallie selected to limit the individual doses. If 
at some time in the. future the combined 
exposure resulting from optimized 'exposures 
resulted in average dose equivalents higher. 

. i than I mSv in a year,thesituation mi~l)t still 
. . \.... be jUstifiable, even though the average risk 

for members of the public would :be higher 
· than the range 100<; to 10-' per year. 

(122) In some cases optimization, which 
could be the ovsrriding protection criterio!" 
will necessitate a more realistic selection of the 
critical group, because to overestimate the 
risk would introduce a bias which would 
invalidatetheoptimization. Inthesecases, the 
~ose-equivaIent limit to .individual members 
of the publjc, referred to in paragraph 120, 
would still adequately restrict the average 
dose equivalent, but· the rew individuals 
~posed to thedose"equivalentlimit couldnm 

· a z:isk in the range of 10-' to 10" per year. This 
· annuill risk would then be. one order of 

.. magnitude. higher than the risk range quoted 
· in paragraph 118. Since 'exposures at the dose-

their Iif~-time dose as' implied in paragraph I 
119. . . . . ...J 

(123) In such cases, where optimization is . 
the deciding protection criterion arid where 
critical groups are selected on the basis of 
realistic assumptions, it would be appropriate 
to use as a bouridary condition of any single 
optimization process an individual dose !imit
ation such as indicated in paragraph 122. 
Even the few individuals who. would actually 
receive doses of this magnitude over a long 
period of time would not be subject to risks 
appreciably above the level that is generally 
consideredacceptable(see paragraph 118). 

(124) In most applications, however. 
administrative planning is based on opera
tional limits derived from very cru<ie cost
effectiveness considerations of protective 
measures and guite conservative estimates of . 
the resulting doses in critical groups. For such 
planning it is usually quite appropriate to 
assess the doses in the critical group in relation 
to the dose-e<!JIJvalent limit of 5 roSv in al~ar • 
and the Commission has found no reason to . 
recommend a change in this practice. The 
main reason for this decision is that the·Com
mission's system of dose limitation, with the 
dose-equivalent limit of 5 mSv in a year, is 
found to provide the necessary degree of 
safety, under the boundary conditions stated 
in paragraphs 120-123, and that a change in 
the upper limit would not be of the same . 
importance from the radiation' protection 
point of view as the rigorous application of 

. the principle of keeping all doses as low as is 
reasonably achievable. . . 

(125) For non-homogeneous exposures 
with organ doses Hr. the limitation condition 
is L,TwrH T :5i H:'~.L' whereHwb.L is the dose
equivalent limit for uniform irradiation of the 
whole body for a member of the pubiic. Due 
to different age distributions when members 
of the public are irradiated, the risks will not 
be quite the same as for occupational 
exposures. The relative risks, hO,fever, will 
differ but little and the Commission has not 

. equivalent limit are not Iikely-!o be repeated 
over many years. however, an adequate 
restriction of the life-time dose is still likely to 
'be achieved. In any rare cases wherethe doses 
to a rew individuals were actually found to be 
received at high rilles over prolonged periods, 

. it would be prudent to take measures to restrict 
. found the differences· significant enough to 
recommend a separate set of weighting 

. ~~. J;, Q.1~ ..... J.4)J;"',t ~ 
~.~ 1'1.'Ld.~ ~), ~ . , 

.~, 
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facto~s, different from the values of WT given 
in paragraph 105 (see also paragrap h 60). 

(126) In erderto prevent anyone organ or 
tissue from receiving a total dose which could 
contribute significantly to the induction of 
non-stochastic effects, an overriding annual i 
dose-equivalent limit of SO mSv should apply) 
This limit _ is considerably lower than the 
corresponding limits recommended for pre
vention of non-stochastic effects·afteroccu
pational exposure.She intention is' iil ensure 

- that the longer exposure period arid the 
- practical diffi~lties_ in controlling the total 
exposure from !til sources wilrnot result in 
threshold -doses fot -nori-stochastic effects 
being reached. The weightbi.g procedure
-recommended in paragraph 125. will generally 

- provide the necessary limitation also for non-
stochastic effects, but the special limitation is, 

- needed for the skin and the lens of the eye. 'J 
(127) In th~ calculation of the dose equiv(l

lent inCurred by members of the public froin 
illt*,- o.f..-,tadiQruu~1jdes) ,,~.ao;au.nt.. m.ust, he..~ 

-taken..otdjfferencrs in atgan.sizc.w:metaholic_ 
-characteristics of children. Data on such 
differences may be found in the report of the 
task group on Reference Man (ICRP 
PublicatiGlll23). -

(128) As with workers (see paragraph 102) 
an increase in the average dose to members of 
the public could result from any large increase 
in the number of sources of exposure, evel} 
though each satisfactorily met the criteria of 
justification and optimization (see para; 

-graphs 68-76) and caused no exposures above 
- the recommended limits. National and 

regional authorities -should- therefore -keep 
tinder surveillance the separate contributions 
from all practices to the average exposure of 
the whole population so as to ensure that no 
single source or practice contributes an 
unjustified amount to the total exposure, aild 
that no individual receives undue exposure as 
a result of membership of a number of critical 
groups. 

Exposure oj populations 
(129) In its previous recommendations the 

Commission suggested a genetic dose limit, 
although it expressed reservations about
proposing generally applicable dose limits for 
populations. It has becoine increasingly clear 
that the previously suggested level is not likely 
to be reached, -and it is very improbable that 
responsible- authorities would permit the 
average dose equivalent in a population to 
reach values that are more than small frae- -
tiOns orthe former genetic dose limit of 5 rem V _ 
in 30 -years .. Therefore,continuance of the 
fermergenetfc dose limit could be regarded as 
suggesting the acceptability of a higher 
population exposure than is either necessary 
or probable, and a higher risk than is justified 
by any present or easily envisaged future 
development,. Furthermore, knowledge 
gained over the past two decades indicates 
that genetic _ effects, while important, are
unlikely to be of overriding. importance, and 
would need to be related to the sum of all 

-other effeclS. 
,LlO}I.n.these.[ecommendations. therefore, t 

the .commission does not proppse dose limits l 
for populations. Instead- it wishes to empha- _ 
size that each man-made contribution to 
population exposure has to be justified by its_ 
benefits, and that - limits for individual 
members orthe public refer to the total dose 
equivalent received from all sources (.xcept as 
already noted). The limit for irradiation of a 
whole population is thus clearly seen as the 
total reached by a summation_ of minimum 
necessary contributions, and not as a permis
sible total apparently available forappoition
ment. Consideration of the principles
enunciated in Paragraphs 117-125, together 
with the Commission's system of dose limita. 
tion, is likely to ensure that the average dOSe 
equivalent to the population will not exceed / 
0.5 mSv per year._ ' -V 

(131) In any cost":benefit assessment of a 
given practice (see paragraphs 60 and 68~76) 
the specification of the collective dose 
equivalentis a relatively straightforw:;trd pro
cedure if the dose equivalent is limited to the _ 
population· that shares the benefit of the -
source. If the exposure will involve other 
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populations (or groups, etc.) the total collect- costs of the accident and of remedial action,. 
ive dose equivalent should be kept »elow that levels below which it would not be appropriate 
which would have applied had the cost- to take action. 

. benefit assessment been confined to the (134) The decision to initiate remedial 
population that receives the b"nefit. action will have to take account of the partic-

(132) For the purposes envisaged ·in para- ular circumstances that prevail. In general it 
graph 128 it would be useful to develop long- will be appropriate to institute countermeas
term forecasts of the trend of the various con- ures only when their social cost and risk will be 
tributions to the total collective dose equiva- less than those resulting from further 
lent delivered from. ·variolls . sourceS'" of . exposure.·Nevertheless, at the operational 

. exposure. This would facilitate discussions of level (at a reactor establishnient, for example) 
'the appropriate nationltl and international . those responsible fcir the health and safety cif 
arrangements ill regard to justification .for . workers, and of individuals outside the estab
particular contributions to population ·lishment, will need to have an emergency· .. 
exposures, 'Contributions, that are not plan, including dose levels at which·,various . 
primarily controllable nationally, or· on an countermeasures would have to be con-. 

. agreed regional basis, call fot international sidered. The setting of such levels for particu-' 
agreement on levels of exposure or collective lar circumstances is· considered to be the' 
dose equivalents from various sources. In responsibility of the national authorities. (See! 
order to achieve: these . objectives,. such· also section 0.) .. 
authorities may firid it appropriate· to apply : (135) It has been indicated in paragraph 81 
collective dose-equivalent limits for various that the Commission's dose-equivalent limits 
!1I'?cticesOl"SaurceS'Oft:xpOSaI e. . areagree~ha:lttes:·es~~rolf5to'tm!!reit,· 

Accidentsandemergencies . 

(r33) Under conditions in which accidental 
exposures occul", questions arise as to what 

. remedial actions may be availabie to limit the 
subsequent dose. In such cases, the hazard or 
social cost involved in any remedial measure 
must be justified by the reduction of risk that 
will result. Because of the great variability of 
the circumstances in which remedial action 

. might be considered, it is not possible for the 
Commission to recommend "intervention 
levels" that would be appropriate for all 
occasions. However, with certain types of 
accident that are to some extent foreseeable it 
may be possible to gauge, by an analysis of the 

'. 
.,-'.' 

PfMibie',!~cplarl'.l!mt. desjgli'·' opemiien!t·· 
involving foreseen but acceptable radiation 
exposures. These limits are intended to apply 
only to those conditions where the source of 
exposure is under control, and relate to 
average workers without taking any account 
of age or child expectancy. The Commission's 
recommended limits are set ata level which is 
thought to be associated with a low degree of 
risk; thus, unless a limit were to be exceeded 

. by a considerable amount, the risk would still 
be sufficiently low as not to warrant such· 
countermeasures as would themselves involve 
significant risks or undue cost. It is therefore\ 
clear that it is not obligatory to take remedial \ . 
action if a dose-equivalent limit has been or : .. 
might be exceeded (see section 0). i 

/.: 
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F. GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF OPERATIONAL 
RADIATION PROTECTION . 

INTRODUCTION 

(136) The recommendations of this part of 

the report dealwith the general principles of 

· operational radiation protection, from the 

· initial conception of a proposal involving 

exposure to 10Iiiz,ing radiations, through the 

lirnitatfun of such exposures in normal 

op.,rations, to the procedures required in 

cases of accident or emergency.:.' 
(137) As has been stated in paragraph 83, it 

is convenient to define three types of exposure 

to which these recommendations apply: . 

the exposure of individualsfn the course of 

their wQrk;' 
. ···th.eexposure of individuals due to their 

" medicalexamiriatidiI ortreatmtnt, and"~ 
otlier ellPosures ofirtc!ivid'tmls; 

These points are discussed further in section 

G. 
(138}M€lre detailed recommendations on 

sQme aspects appear in reports of ICRP 

committees (see References). Professional 

judgment is called for in the application of aU 

these recommendations. 
(139) Responsibilities for achieving appro

priate' radiation protection· fallon the 

· employers, the statutory competent author

ities, the manufacturers' and the users of 

· products giving rise to radiation exposure 

and, in some cases, the exposed persons.The 

management of an insiitutioirmust provide 

aU the necessary facilities for the safe conduct 

· of the operations .under.its control. In 

particular, it should designate persons with 

speciiuduties for prot~ction', such as mempers 

of radiation proteCtion teams. . 

(140) AU proposed installations and new 

operations, aU. changes in existing. installa

, tions and operatiQns,. and aU new or modified 

products containing radioactive materials or 

C 'I' 

emitting iomzlDg radiation,' should be 

examined at the design stage from the point of 

view of restricting the resulting occupational 

and general exposure; Such examinations can 

often 'be carried. out Py comparison with 

detailed technical standards prepared taking 

into account the· recommendations of the 

Commission. . 
(141) Before commissioning an installation, 

. starling an operation or distriputing a product, 

it should be established that the instaUation, 

operation or product conforms with the 

approved proposals and that the appropriate 

radiation protection requirements have been 

,met. In the case of installations and opera

tions, there sfiouldlle contiituing tl!eek~ 00'" 

the' effectiveness of· tire orgammiooalo at-" 

rangements made to achieve protection, and 

on the availability and application of appro

priate working instructions. 
(142) The assessment of exposure of indi

viduals or groups, carried out by calculation 

or measurement, is an essential component of . 

the procedures for restricting exposure and 

for intervention (see paragraph 143). The 

emphasis at the design and early operational 

stages is on predictive assessments and, where 

necessary, is confirmed by monitoring during 

subseq!lent operations. Predictive assess

ments are also needed in the planning of 

intervention procedures Put,. in ~ddition, 

monitoring carried out during normal opera

tions will often provide the basis for any 

decisions to intervene. 
(143) Intervention is the term used when 

steps have to Pe taken to departirom normal· 

operating procedures in abnormal situations, 

including accidents. Its aim is to restrict the 

exposure of individuals and to minimize the 

consequences of unavoidaPle exposures. 
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{nte.fvention usually invoives action to regain 
control oltheabnormalsituation and counter
measures applied to individuals or their 
environment. The' broad structure 'of the 
procedures' for interventio.n should be the 
subject of advanced planning, taking into 

" ,', 

,,;,~~ , 

account the probability as well as the conse
quences of. the various situations for· which 
intervention might be reqdired. The details 
may need to be settled in the light of the 
prevailing circumstances. 

1;" 

0'; /'<. . ····cO; .. p' ROT··.E· C'T' ION' STANDARDS ,,' ,",,,:::,, ,;(:,.c,,:;--,:/ ' 
:,::~,-':'_:, ;1 :'<:,' , .:-t~,:,( .:' '~!;i~~!4.'_:/:;· .: '::'~~\~~'?~:~~.,,, ,-- ',:.;-;::" 
.:::nl#)Itis'lmportanttl'idistingUishbetween·the basic limits bya defi~ed model of the 
'. distinct· types ofptotection standards: basic situation and are intended to reflect the basic 

limits (dosMquivaleni'limits and secondary • limits, they are called derived limits. Derived 
limits), derived liMits, authorized limits and limits may be set for quantities such as dose
teferencelevels.· . equivalent rate in a workplace, contamina-

tion of air, contamination of surfaces and 
.". contamination of environmental materials. 

Limits' ' . . , The accuracy of the link between derived 
(145) The dose-equivalent limits (see para- limits and basic limits depends on the realism 

graphs 103' and 104, 119 and 126) apply to the of the model used in the derivation. 
. dose equivalent or, where appropriate, the (148) Limits laid down bya competent 
cummittl=cfd"bse equivaIehl, iii the organs or authOrfty or by the management of an institu
timreS''''ftfur~fimiiidi'ViduaJor,iii the tion are catfed' authorized limits. These 
case of exposure of the population, to the should, in general, be below derived limits 
average of one of these quantities over a though, exceptionally, they may be equal to 
group.ofindivlduals. . them. The process of optimization may be 

:;' . (146) Secondbry limits are given for external ". used in the establishment ofauthorized limits 
reradiation and forfnternal irradiation. In the and they apply only in limited circumstances. 
caseofextemalirradiationofthewholebody It is important that any such limitations 
the secondary limit applies to the maximum should be clearly laid down. Where an 
dose equivalent in the body at depths below • authorized limit exists it WIll always take 

-1 cm(see paragraph 108). The secondary precedence over a derived limit. 
limits for internal exposure are the annual 
limits ofintake by inhalation or ingestion (see 

. paragraph 109). These limits of intake relate Reference levels . 
. 'to adult ReferericeMan, When; however, a ....• (149) Reference levels may be established 

critical group of the public differs substanti- '. for any of the quantities determined in the 
ally in biological·'characteristics. from . course of radiation protection programs, 
Reference Man. it may be appropriate to take whether or not there are limits for these 
account ormch differences (see also para- quantities. A reference levelis not a limit and 

. graph 127,., .,. .• ,; :.>., .•. : . .' is used to determine il course ofaction when 
(147) Ia practical radiation protection, itis . the value of a quantity exceeds. or is predicted 

often necessary to provide limits associated to exceed the reference level. The action to be 
with quantities other -than dose equivalent, initiated may range from simply recording the 
committed dose equivalent, or intake, and . information, through investigations into 
relating, for example; to environmental· causes.and consequences, up to intervention 
conditions. When these -limits are related to measures. It is important to define the general 
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scope of this action when defining the refer- which the results are considered sufficiently 

ence level. The most common forms of refer- important to justify further investigations. 

ence level are recording levels, investigation For any defined type of measurement it is 

levelS and intervention levels. ' , possible to establish a derived investigation 

, (150) Many measurements made in monit-' level such that a measured result b~low the 

orins programs show results that are too, low derived investigation level will, with rea.on

to be of interest and such results are often able certainty, correspond to a value of dose 

discarded without being recorded. It is often equivalent or intake below the relevant 

helpful to define, a formal recording level for investigation level (see paragraphs 178-181). 

, dose equivalent or intake abovnvhjch the (152) Although the details of interventiori 

, .< result. is of sufficientiriterest ,to be. worth will depend on the situation prevailing at the 

:, ,recording and keeping. Other results can then time, experience, has shown that it is often 

'be covered by the simple statement that they useful to have pre-established intervention 

, 'were all below the. defined recording level. levels so thatifthevalue ofa quantity does not 

, " These unrecorded results should be treated as exceed or is not predicted to exceed the inter

,,' zero for assessing annual dose equivalent or vention level, thenit is highly improbable that 

, ,',:jntakeJor the purposes of radiation protec- intervention will be required. Because inter

tion. this approach results in a considerable vention is liable to interfere with normal 

'lO· 

',simplification ofthe records of monitoring ()peration or, in some cases, to disrupt the 

results. ' normal chain of responsibilities, it should not 

(151) investigation I~vels cati be4efined as beundertakenlightIy. 

, values of dose equivalent of intake above 

OPERA TION AL ' OPTIMIZATION 
, , , 

(153) Tile application of the process of 

'optimization to the restriction of exposure 

and, in pa)"ticlilar, to the selection of levels of 

protection, requires a case-by-case review of , 

situations. In practice, a senes of radiation 

, ' protection strategies is ljefined. The change in 

, ,radiation exposure and the differential cost of 

, going from one strategy to the next are theri 

, evaiuated. Both variations need to be ex-

" pressed in c()mparable terms, and it is this 

. 'stage that poses the greatest difficul~s (see 

to health in the exposed group is the pre

dominant component of the total detriment 

and the required comparison is the differential 

change in the cost of protection strategies and 

the corresponding differential change of the 

collective dose equivalent. The second' 

extreme situation is where the detriment to 

health is likely to be very small, for example 

where the numbers of individuals are extreme

ly limited. Optimization in this case involves 

the highest individual dose equivalent as 

also paragraphs 72-76). ' ' " 

, (154) As stated in paragraph 24it is uSl1aIto 

assume that the detriment to health is propor

tional to the collective dose, equivalent in the 

exposed group, but other components of the 

detriment may be influenced more by the 

highest dose equivalent and, in particular, by 

, opposed to the collective dose equivalent and 

it is necessary to take account of exposure 

, contributions from procedures other than 

that tinder review. 

, the relationship between thi,s value and the 

: "relevant limit: Two extreme situations are 

worth considering. In the first, the detriment 

: ... 
.-

(155) Some' exposures are due to minor 

mishaps and it 'is then necessa&y to consider 

not only the level of exposure but also its 

probability, or more simply, to look at the 

long-term average of the exposure of indi

viduals resulting from both continuous and 
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intermittent exposure. This technique allows 
choices to be made .between the resources to 
be devoted to the reduction of routine. expos
ures and those to be devoted to the avoidance 
of mi:nor mishaps. 

(156) It would also be convenient to identify 
the possible additional benefit that would 

. result from the provision of monitoring 
resources in addition to the minimum 
neCessary to demonstrate compliance wIth the 
optimi~ed level of exposure. However,' it is 
usually very difficult to quantify this kind of 
benefit, andcollsequently decisions are based 

. largely on judgment. 
(157) As most forms of intervention involve 

some detriment, the optimal method of inter
vention depends on' a balance between the 
detriment <:Bused by the intervention and the 
benefit expected by tile reductions of dose 
achieved by'the intervention. Such a balance 
necessarily depends on local circumstances at 

the time of the situation calling for interven
tion, but preliminary planning should be done 
in ad vance on a contingency basis. 
. (158) A considerable contribution is made 
to radiation protection by the use of technical 
standards and' specifications. The case,by
case optimization of widely used equipment is 
not appropriate because it would nullify the 
advantages of standardization and would 
cause a.net social loss. Optimization should, 

. however, playa part in the setting of such 
standards and specifications and in their 
subsequent application. 

(159) When appropriate data for true opti
mization are lacking, a much.cruder process 
may be adopted. This process con.sists of 
applying a fairly arbitrary reduction factor to 
a limit,. or of applying similarly arbitrary 
safety factors in plant design. The· resulting 
exposures may then be .either higher or lower 
than the optimum value. 

G. APPLICATION TO THE DIFFERENT TYPES 
OF EXPOSURE .. 

' .. 
. OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE 

(160) The main responsibility ror the pro
tection of workers rests with the normal chain 
of ma:nagement in an institution possessing 
any radiation source that causes exposure of 
workers. It is necessary to identify technically 
competent persons to provide advice on all 
releVant aspects of radiation protection, both 
inside.and outside the institution, and to pro
vide .such technical services as are needed in 
the appli'cation of the appropriate recom
mendations for radiation protection.· 

Conditions of work 
(161) For the purposes of this report occu

patiqnal exposure comprises all the dose 
equivaients and intakes Incurred by a worker 

.-

during periods of work (excluding those due' 
to medical and natural radiation). The scale 
and form. of the problems of radiation 
protection of workers vary over very wide 

. ranges, and there are practical advantages in 
introducing a system of cl~ssification of 
conditions of work. Conditions of work can 
be divided into two classes: 

Working Condition A: this describes 
conditions where the annual exposures 
might exceed three-tenths of the dose
equivalent limits; 
Working Condition B: this describes condi
tions where it is most unlikely that the 
annual exposures will exceed three-tenths 
of the dose-equivalent limits. 
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The value of three-tenths of the basic limits 

for occupational exposureis thus a reference 

level used in the organization of protection. It 

is not 'a limit. Where the exposure is uncon- ' 

nected with the work, and w here the work is in 

premises not containing the radiation sources 

giving: rise to the exposure, the working 

, (166) In order to simplify the arrangements" 

for medical supervision and for individual 

monitoring, it is usual to classify individual 

workers. In principle, this can be, done in 

terms of the class of working conditions in 

which they 'operate, but in practice it almost 

always has to be done in terms of the areas 

where they worl<, the type of work done and, 

if this ca,n be forecast with sufficient reli

ability, the time to be spent in the area. 

, condition should be such that the limits appli- ' 

, cabletomembers ofthepublicareobserved. 

(162) The main aim of the definition of 

,WorkIng Condition A.: is 'to:enslire ,that 

, ", workers who might othel'Wise reach or exceed 

the dose-equiv!llent limits are subject to 

individual, monitoring so that their exposures 

can be restricted if necessary. In Working 

Condition B, individual monitoring is not 

necessary, although' it may sometimes be 

carried out as a method of confirmation that 

, : condItions are satisfactory. ' 

(163) The :practical application of this 

system of cll)ssificationof working conditioris 

IS &reatly ~imp.lified bythejntroduction ofa 

- 'torrespqnding system of classification of 

workplaces. The minimum requirement is to 

define controlled areas' where continued 

operation would give rise to Working Condi

tion A an~ to which access is limited. The 

demarcation of controlled areas will depend 

on the operational situation and it will often 

be convenient to use existing' structural 

boundaries. The controlled area should in any 

case be large enough to make it most unlikely 

that the annual dose-equivalents to workers 

outside the controlled area will exceed three

tenths of the limits. 
(164) It is sometimes convenient tospedfy a 

further class of workplace. It is called a 

"supervised area", and has a boundary 

chosen so as to make it most unlikely that the 

annual dose equivalents outside the super

vised area will exceed one-tenth of the limits. 

(165) There is no simple parallelism between 

the classification of areas and the classifica

tion of working conditions, because the 

, classification of areas takes no accoljnt of the 

time spent by workers in the area during the 

course of the year and because conditions are 

rarely uniform throughout an area. 

Provisions for restricting exposure 

(167) As far as is ,reasonably practicable, 

the arrangements for restricting occupational 

exposure should be those applied to the source ' 

of radiation and to features of the workplace. 

The use of personal protective equipment 

shoUld in general be supplementary to these 

more fundamental provisions. The emphasis 

should thus be on intrinsic safety in the work

place and onlysecondarilyonprotectiQn that 

depencfson tfIeworfrer'S OWli aticms:' 
(r6811tt=tcr'COutrol!e~i"llre2l$-sbt)t>!El.1» 

restricted, atleast by the use of warning signs. 

Inside controlled areas it may sometimes be 

, necessary to define regions where compliance 

with the relevant limits can be achieved only 

by limiting the time spent in the region or b~1 

using special protective equipment. The 

access of workers to controlled areas should' 

be limited to those who are assigned to the 

area and to others who have been authorized 

to have access. ' The access of. workers ,to 

supervised areas shol,lld be the subject oflocal 

operating instructions. Visitors, 'either 

workers or members of the public, should be 

ad,mitted to workplaces only with the 

approval of an appropriate level of the 

, management responsible for the workplace. 

(169) External exposure may be restricted 

by the use of shielding, distance and limita

tion of time of exposure. Shielcjingproduces 

intrinsically safe conditions in the workplace. 

Distance and limitation' of time of exposure 

require the careful training al1d supervision of 

workers., Complete protection' is affprded by 

the use of "closed" installations providing 
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. virtually complete shielding for the radiation 
SOtlrCe and effectively preventing access. 

· . However, the failure of such equipment as 
interlock . systems may cause excessive 
exposure. Operating procedures should there
fore include routine checks of such systems. 

(J 70) Contamination by radioactive 
materials may be restricted bycontaimnent 
.. nd cleanliness. Containment, which pro- . 
vides intrinsic. safety, consists of" series"of 

.. barriers,their number being a function ofthe 
'potential hazards involved. Total contain
ment is not always justified and partial con- . 
tainment inay be sufficient provided that it is 
supplemented by a high standard of cleanli
ness. Ventj]~tion plays a significant part in 

· both containment and cleanliness. When 
contamination of the workplace cannot be 
excluded, personal protective equipment has 
a part to play In the protection ofw:orkers. 

(171) Although' the Commission gives 
recommendations relating to planned special 

· exposures to., mternal' contaminatiOI\ (see. 
paragrapnfr3)"tfie use of protective equip
ment should make such exposures unneces
sary. 

(172)-A1! workers who may have access to 
supervised or c!ontrolled areas should be 
properly trained and given appropriate infor
mation about the hazards of their work and 
about the precautions they should take to 
protect themselves. They should be made 
aware of the importance of complying with 
the working instructions. 

Monitoring .of exp.osure 

cient to assess the conditions in the working 
environment, following the principles and 
recommendations set outinlCRP Publication 
12. 

(174) Monitoring programs should be 
designed to meet clearly defined objectives; 
routine monitoring, associated witheontinu· 
ing operations, inonitoring of an operation, 
applied to a particular operation, and special 
monitoring in an actual or suspected ab
normal sitllation. In addition to the primary 
aims. most monitoring programs have 
supplementary' functions. The programs 
should be reviewed both periodically in the . 
light of experience, and in the event of any 
major modification of the installation or the 
operations, to ensure that they continue to 
meet their objectives. 

The use of pr.otection standards to interpret 
m.onitoring results. (175) Use can be made of 
derived limits or authorized limits in the 

. applic<ltion of individual monitoring IlIO
grams. Such limits are essential in the menitor
ing of operations where, in general, only part 
of the dose-equivalent limit or secondary limit 
can be committed to theoperation. 

(176) Only in a few circumstances can the 
results of programs of monitoring of the 
workplace be used to estimate the dose 
equivalents or intakes of individual workers. 
The use of derived or authorized limits is 
essential in the interpretation of environ
mental monitoring pregrams. 

(177) A substantial part of all nionitoring 
programs is confirmatory in nature and, given 
satisfactory results, no further action needs to' 
be taken. In these circumstances. there. is a 
possibility that the .occasional sigf\ificant 
result will be overlooked, unless use is made 
of investigation levels and derived investiga
tion levels. TtJe initial action to be taken when 
a result exceeds an investigation level Should 
be determined in advance. 

(173) Workers designated as operating in 
Working Condition A should be the subject 
of individual assessment of dose equivalent, 
committed dose equivalent or intake, as the 
case may be. This consists of individual 
monitoring for external irradiation and for 
internal contamination as appropriate. In 
seme cases it will be necessary to use indirect 
methods. An individual assessment of expos
ure is not required for workers designated as 
working in Working Condition B. It is suffi-

(178) It is possible to give general guidance 
.on investigation levels for individ ual moni tor
ing that applies in a large number of situa
tions. Since there is no Commission recom-
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meodation on' individual monitoring in 
Working Condition B (i.e. where it is most 

, unli~ely that the exposure wUl exceed three
, tenths of the appropriate dose equivalent, 
secondary or derived limits) it is often appro-
priate to use this figure of three-tenths in 

,setting investigation levels for individual 
'monitoring. However, an investigation level, 
to be useful, has to be set in relation to a single 

, measurement, not the accumulated dose 
equivalent or hi.take in a year, and it is most 

'appropriate to base the investigation level on 
'the fractionot three-tenths ofthe Ihnit corres
ponding to the fiaction of a year to ~hich the 
individual monitoring measurement njfers. 
Corresponding derived investigation levels 
can then be deduced forthequaptities directly 
measured. .'..: .~!.t.. .. .. 

(179) Somewhat' different. considerations 
apply in the setting of investigation levels for 

'programs of ispecial monitoring. Here the 
monitoring is associated with a single event, 
,tJ;ougb"~' _sri:l''':r~tmique--ooe: In" 
pI'iRetpie;' the-e~'Df'_~igati9D.Je¥"',; 
'depends on the expectation of the number of 
occasions on which similar events will occur 
during the year, IniCRP Publication 10, the 
Commissil!ln recommends that the investiga
tion level should correspond to one-twentieth 
of the annual dose-equivalent limits. This 
level bears the same relationship to the dose
equivalent limit as does the corresponding 
level for ,outine monitoring, if it is assumed 
that events requiring a program of special 
monitoring may occur in relation to a single 
individual aboutsi" times ina year. . 

(180) Investigation levels for other types of 
monitoringwiU depend on the objectives and 

. form of the monitoring program and on the 
type of investigation to be carried out. One 
common form of investigation level for the 
monitoring of workplaces is based on the 
expected consistency of results during normal 

. conditions. 
(181) Although investigation levels are suit

able for initiating investigations into specific 
situations, it may be convenient to record 
dose equivalents at somewhat lower levels.· 
The Commission recommends that recording ,. 

levels should be based on an annual dose 
equivalent or intake of one-tenth of the 
annual dose-equivalent limit orintake limit. 

(182) For the special case of monitoring of 
skin, two situations occur in routine practice. 
For external radiation a dose equivalent is 
measured by one or two dosemeters and the 
results are treated as representative of the 
whole, or of substantial areas,.oftheskin. No 
problem' of averaging then arises and the 
results are related directly to the relevant 
dose-equivalent limit. In the second situation, 
the irradiation results from surface contamin
ation on the skin. This is never uniform and 
occurs. preferentially on certain parts of the 
body, notably the hands; However, it does 
not persist over many weeks and does not 
always occur again at exactly the same places. , 
Forroutine purposes, it is adequate to regard " 
the contamin.ation as being averaged over ,/ 
areas of about 100 em'. Routine monitoring .c, 

for skin contamination should therefore be 
IDIOI'preleth)Q,tbi&;OOsi&aAlilhe"limit.app1ie.!1. .; 
ta-iliC'~age..di.JSe.equ.Waleato.~erdOO.='~ . 

(183) In accidents or suspected accidents, -' 
more detailed information should be sought 
on the distribution of absorbed dose, dose 
equivalent or contamination. An estimate,' 
should be made ofthe average dose equivalent v, . 
over 1 cm' in the region of the highest dose 
equivalent. This dose equivalent shOUld then 
be compared withthedose-equivalentlimit. If 
the dose distribution is extremely non
uniform, as is that from very small particles in 
contact with the skin, the local distribution of 
absorbed dose should be assessed and used to 
predict possible local skin reactions. It is 
inappropriate, however, to 'relate such local- c
ized absorbed doses to the absorbed doses 
corresponding to thedose-eq~ivalent limit. 

Medical surveillance 

(184) The medical surveillance of workers . 
exposed to radiation is based on the general 
principles of occupational medicine, It hasthe 
following aims: . 

to assessthehealth of the worker; , 
to help in ensuring initial and continuing 
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compatibility between the health of the dealing with abnormal situations, not oniy 
workers and the conditionsaf their work; with respect to their detection and the assess
to-provide a base line of information useful men! of dose or intake; but also ~vith respect 
in the case of accidental exposure 0; occu- to the form of intervention that may have to 
pational disease. be applied. The intervention levels and the 

Deleterious effects cannot be unequivocally appropriate actions for limiting exposure 
associated with exposures within the dose- should be the subject of operatiitg instruc
equivalent limits, and 'medical surveillance· tions. Provision should be made for special 
has nO' part to' play in confirming the effect- medical surveillance and, if necessary, treat
.iveness ef aradiation;cprot!lCtion program. . ment· following. exposure substantially. in 
.l\1edical surveillance may include both pre-· excess of the dose-equivalent limits. . . 
operational and routine examinations, the '. (189) The emergency plans (which should, . 
latter being' determined malnly. by . the '. as far as practicable, be drawn up in advance) . 
worker's general state. of health and by the should have ·three clearly distinguished 
conditions. of work, .• ,: .: objectives. The first is to restrict exposures as 

(185) Workers designated as operating in far as is reasonably achievable and, in partic-
. Working ConditionAshould be given a pre- ular, to attempt to avoid'exposures above the 
operational. medical examination. before dose-equivalent limits. the second is to bring 
starting this, kind of work, though not neces- the situation back under control, and thethird 
sarily before emplo;>yrnent. One objective of is to obtain information for assessing, the 
this examination is the recognition of condi- causes andconsequences of the event. 
tions or Characteristics that limit the tYPe of. (l90}tilihougp",b.y.thcit,natn re, accirlfotaJ., 
exposure to, which the individual should be eXPQsures are not subi~ct to. con.tJ:al..,th.ei.t" 
subje.cted'. For ihese purposes, the physician magnitude can to some extent be limited by 
needs information about the conditions of intervention, especially if attention has been 
work, including details of thejob description. paid to this possibility during the design of 

(186) Following a'preoperational examina- installations and equipment and the prepara-. . 
tion, consideration should be given to the tion of operating instrt1cti6ns. 
need for a continuing' sllrveillance of the (191) During the immediate course of a 
health of workers. If this is needed, the serious incident, urgent actionto save life, to 
physician should have access to information prevent injuries, or to prevent a substantial. 
held by the employing organization about the increase in the scale of the incident, may 
working conditions (e.g. job description and require that some workers be exposed in 

. working environment) and about the state of . excess of the limits applicable to a planned 
health of workers (e.g_·, absences. due to, special exposure. Such workers should be 
sickness). It is principally on the basis of this volunteers, and it is desirable that groups of 
information that the frequency of any routine workers likely to provide such volunteers 
examinations should bedecided. should, as part of their normal training, 

(187) The Commission cQnsiders that, with receive information about risks involved in 
the present dose-equivalent limits, no special exposures above the limits. It will not normally 
administrative arrangement is appropriate be possible to controlsuch exposures in detail, 
forworkers·as far as radiation risks are con- but substantial efforts should be made to pro
cerned. In particular, no special arrangement vide an upper limit to thelikelyexposures. 
is required with respect to working hours and (192) Once the initial event has been brought 
length of vacation. under control, there remains the problem of 

Intervention in abnormal sihlations 
(188) Arrangements should be made for 

remedial work, It will usually be appropriate 
to carry this out whiJemaintainingcompIiance 
with the Commission's recommended limits 
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but, exceptionally, there may be situations in made and interpreted monitoring measure
which the use of the limits would involve an ments. It is particularly important in this 
excessive expense or an excessive involvement respect that there should be a close working 
of people aad tiine. Consideration should relationship between the management of the 
then begivento the appr»priateness of author- institution, the individuals with special 
izing a planned special exposure for a limited responsibilities for radiation protection, and 
number of individuals to carryout various the medical staff, whetherthese be associated 
"eSsential operations, leaving the remainder to with the institution or the local hospital. It is " 
bedonein compliance with the limits. essential that such working relationships be 

(193) Asa result of abnormal situations, developed in advance. 
individual workers may be seriously exposed (194) Thepriricipal administrativearnmge
or conlaminaled;ln respect of external expos- ments to be made after an abnormal event are 
ure, theirnmedii\te action neecled is essentiallj those concerned with initiating an investiga
to collect information "about - the circum- tion into the causes and consequences of the 
stances of the accident and to initiate medical event and with reaching decisions about the 
tests, with a view to subsequent diagnosis, on need for any restriction on the future employ
the individuals Who may have been exposed ment ofthoseinvolvedintheevent. If the dose 
substantially above the limits. In some cases or the intake of radioactive material exceeds 
of contamination of skin or wounds, or of the t\Vice the annual limit, the case should be 
intake by inhalation or ingestion of radio- subject to appropriate medical review. The 
active" substances, immediate therapeutic worker may still be _ allowed to - continue _ 
action is indicated. The effectiveness of the routine work if there is no objection from the 
actlOlIis-rar-geIYdete-tmrneifhytlrespeedwiih" -medii:arstancf'jibiric, dUe account having I)een 
wmclr~callied: OIl't';-'How..ver;'tffimeed-· tltken of-prevrous-expcrsure, IteaM,- age and' 

-to control contamination should not be al- special skills, as well as social and economic 
lowed to interfere with the first aid and subse- responsibilities. However, the event may have 
quent-treatment -of individuals who require demonstrated characteristics in individuals _ 
medicalat~ntionforotherreasons; Decisions indicating unsuitability for further employ- -
will often have to be made on qualitative ment in similar work. 
grounds rather than on the basis of carefully 

MEDICAL EXPOSURE 
.. ; .. 

(195) The term medical exposure refers to 
the exposure of individuals subject to medical 

_ examination or treatment involving radiation. 
Most medical exposure is concerned with the 
use of radiation_for diagnostic or therapeutic 
purposes, but sometimes, for example in the 
case of -cardiac pacemakers using a radio
active power source, the radiations play no 
useful part and the exposure is merely 
adventitious. -- - -

(196) The objectives of the medical pro
cedures are: 

. ... . .. 

examinations or treatments directiyass;ci
ated with illness; 
systematic examinations undertaken for 
mass screening pllrposes or 'for periodic 
health checks; 
examinations forming part of,the medical 
surveillance of workers or car.ied out for 
medico-legal or insurance purposes; 
examinations or treatment forming part of 
a medical research program. 
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E~aminati{)ns or treatments directly associ- based on a balance between the advantages 
associated with illness implied for the individuals examined and for 

{I 97) The decisionasto whether an exam- the population as a whole, together with the 
. ination involving a certain raaiation dose to a costs, including detriment, of the screening. 
patient is justified is sometimes the responsi- In general, the advantages will depend on the 
bility of the. referring' physician, and some- yield of the scr~ening procedllre, the possi
times of the practitioner who carries out the bility of effective treatment of the cases 
procedure. In either case, however, it is . detected and, for certain diseases, the advan~ 

· 'imperative that the. decision be based upon a tages to the community of the control of the 
. cOrrect assessment of the indications for,the. disease. The benefits of screening are not 

.. examination,the exp,ected yield from the . il!ways the same for different groups making 
<";ClCaminatiotrand tlte way in which the results' up the population and screening will often be 
:' 'are likely to,infI~encl\thediagnosis and sul?se- justified only ifi! is limited to certain specified 

· quent inedical careof'the patient. It is equally groups. The program should be subject to 
important.'that this, 'assessment be made' frequent examination to determine whether 
· againSt a background of adequate knowledge the yield in finding significant disease is suffi
of the physical properties and the biological ciently high to warrant its continuation. 

effects of ionizing radiation. 
.. :.:: (198)lntherapeuticexposures, the absorbed Examinations/or occupational, medico-legal 

doses to. organs are in general very much or insurance purposes 
higher and both the dangers of the eXposure. .. . . . 
and the benefits of the treatment can be asses- (202) ExammatlOns earned out to assess the 
sed.moI~qualllimliveII.l';" T.he "deci.wnll'alJ''': fitness, of a.n.indi'lidua\,fot,w.w:k,..t<LJll:Qvide.,· 
then.. be" based..,~a. ,,~between' 4f1eseo-. information for medicQ,legalJ.ll,Lql.os.es.,,OL to .. 
aspects. It is also necessary to consider altern- as~ess the he~th of a subscriber to, or bene-· 
alivether,apeutic procedures and to compare fiCl~ry ?f, an msurance may carry s~m~ ~Irect 
their effectiveness and their dangers with or mdlrect advantages for the mdlvldual 
thoseassoclated~ith radiological treatment. examined, but th~y also c.arry advant~ges for 

(199) While it isimportant that the decision the employer, third parties and the msurer. 
to proceed with examinations or treatment' All these aspects should be considered in 
involving exposure to radiations should take assessing the justification of such examina
into account the dangers of such exposures, it tions. 
is equally important that.these dangers should 
not be overestimated, since this'might lead to Medical research 
the rejection of justified examinations or 
treatments. . (203) Examinations or treatment fo;ming 

:-'"'" : .1' . part ofamedicalresearch program sometimes 
involve direct benefits for the exposediridi
vidual and sometimes do not. When new and 
experimental methods of diagnosis o( treat
ment are capable of benefitting the patients 
on whom they are tested, thejustification for 
the procedures can be judged in the same \vay 
as for other medical exposures. Nevertheless, 
because of the experimental character of the 
procedures, they should be subject to thor

'ough review. 

Systematic examinations ... 

· .' (200) Periodic health check~ undertaken 
\vithout reference to':'current illness may 
involve . some . radiological examinations. 
Their justification depends on the probability 
Qf obtaining. useful' information, and the' 

. importance of this information for the indi-
vidual's health. .' . . . 

(201) For the systematic examinations used 
in mass screening, the justification should be (204) The deliberate irradiation of persons 
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for the. purposes of those research and other 

studies in which no direct benefit to the per

sons irradiated is intended, in circuII)stances 

when the exposure is ullJ'elated to aily illness 

. they may have, should only be undertaken by 

properly qualified and tr;i.ined persons. Such 

irradiation should only be given with the 

.consent of the authorities in charge of the 

institution where the irradiation is to take 

place, as advised by an appropriate'hpert 

- '~;'.;- body and subject to local and national regula
: nons. The estimated ri~ks of the irradiation 

· should be explained to thOse involved, who 

· . should be volunteers. fully able to exercise 

their freewill. The higher the dose the more 

rigorous should be the requirements on the 

conditions of securing true volunteers and on 

.: .their capability of understariding the risk. It 

follows that the irradiation, for the purposes 

· of such studies, of children·and other persons 

regarded as being incapable of giving their 

ttu4coosent:should onJype undertaken if the 

· exp!!Cted radiation dose is low (e.g. of ttie 

order of one-tenth of :the dose-equivalent 

limits applicable to individual members of the 

public) and if valid approval has been given by 

those legal1,v responsible for such persons. 

· The .individuals exposed under these condi-

· tions obtain no direct benefit from their 

· exposure and it is therefore necessary to 

ensure that their detriment remains· accept

able, and thus to set authorized limits, How

ever, the magnitude of the detriment associ

ated with the exposure depends on the age and 

· the state of health of the exposed individual 

and it is not possible to fix limits of general 

applicability. Appropriate limits should 

· therefore be authorized. for each research 

program •... 

The oPtimizatlonof exposure 

(205) . The Commission wishes to re

emphasize that careful attention to techniques 

would, in many cases, result in a considerable 

reduction of the dose due to medical proced

ures; without impairment of their value_ In 

general, the techniques and equipment used 

should allow: 

. :" 

the reduction of the doses received by 

tissues in the region of the body under 

. examination to the minimum compatible 

with obtaining the necessary information 

in the particular patient;· 
the delivery to the treated region of the 

body of a therapeutic dose the magnitude 

of which is most likely to ensure the re

quired re$ponse; 
the limitation as far as practicable of the 

exposure of other parts of the body. 

(206) Beca~se of the risk of r~diation injury 

to any embryo or foetus, the possibility of 

pregnancy is one of the factors to be. con

sidered· in deciding whether to make a radio

logical examination involving the. lower 

abdomen in a woman of reproductive 

capacity.' Although such an examination is 

least likely to pose any hazard to a developing 

embryo if carried out during the 10 day 

interval following the onset of menstruation, 

allem>I>'HhQQ\Q..a\.wajl&~pl!4\. to details of 

Jadiel~,tecbniq!).<:, that. would ensure .. 

minimization of exposure to any embryo or 

foetus that may be present, whether or notthe 

women is known to be pregnant. 
(207) BefQre prescri.bing an examination or 

investigation, the responsible practitioner 

should satisfy. himself that the necessary 

information is not already avail!;ble from 

other previous examinations and investiga

tions .. 

Professional training 

(208) The Commission wishes to emphasize 

. theimportanceofincludingadequatetraining 

. on radiation protection in the general educa

tion and training of individuals entering the 

medical and associated professions, since all 

those who enter these professions may be 

involved in prescribing procedur~ involving 

exposure to ionizing radiation. More 

thorough training in radiation protection is 

required by those planning to enter the field of 

radiology and by scientists and technicians 

assisting in thernedical uses of radiation. 
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(209) Recommendations and more detailed 
information Oil the protection of individual~ 

. subject to medical examinations or treatment 

and on the training of the medical profession 
are included in ICRP PubliccUions 15, 16 and 
17 .. 

OTHER EXPOSURES 

(210) As a result of human actj",ities, 
individuals in the population may be subject 
to 'exposure to many sources beyond those 
:giving rise- to occupational exposure and 

. medical exposure. :exposure to . this wide 
range of Sources is considered in the following 
paragCllphs. . 

. (211) The various contributions to other 
exposure may be grouped into broad cate
gories to which the general principles of 
protection may apply but which call for 
different technical approaches: These 
categories are: 

exposure due to the dispersion in the en
vironment oitadfoactivematerials; . 
direct exposure to radiation sources used in 
industry, medicine and researCh; 
exposureresulting from the use-in everyday 
life Of widely lIistributed products. contain
Ing sources' of ionizing radiation; 
e.~posure to natural sources of radiation 
and to practices in everyday life that cause' 

. an increase in the level of dose resulting 
from ihe natural background of radiation; 
and 
exposure due to the use of radiation sources 
in teaching. 

(213) The 'assessment of individual dose 
equivalent has ihe aim of ensuring that the 
exposure of each individual remains viithin 
ihe appropriate limits and this assessment 
must therefore take into account not oitlythe 
radiation resulting from the. practice under 
consideration but also. the total exposure 
resulting fromalI the practices that contribute 
to general exposure. The assessment of 
collective dose equivalent has as its main 
object the appraisal of the justification and 
optimization of the exposure. The assessment 
can therefore be carried out in relation to the 
proposed tmtttireaf01Te':' 
t21,*,,},he-~'ot 1m· rlmdi",jddl· uak; depeilds 

on a large number of factors, Some relatedto 
their way of life and their use of the environ
ment and others concerning their biological 
characteristics. It is not possible to evaluate 
these variables for each of the exposed 
individuals, but it is generally possible to 
'identify within an exposed population smaller 
groups comprising. individuals who are 
broadly comparable in respect of those 
Characteristics that determine their exposure. 

(215) The dose equivalent to a specified 
organ or tissue in a given population group 
will usually be determined on the basis of a 

· representative sample. The spread' of the 
· observed values will."be an indication of the 

The aSSessment of exposure . homogeneity of the sample, and thus of the 
. (il2) In order to apply the SYstem of dose '. group, and wiI! provide a statistical basis for 

limitation to any practice involving such judging whether the group has been suitably 
exposutes, it is necessary to assess both. the defined. • individual dose equivalents and the collective 
dose equivalents. For the purpose of compar
ing individual dose equivalents with the 
appropriate limits, the doses from the normal 
natural radiation background are not 
included (see paragraphs 89 and 90). 

(216) It is often possible to identify 
i population groups with characteristics 
j causing them to be exposed at a higher level 
· than the rest of the exposed population from a 
given practice. The exposure of these groups, 

. known as critical groups, eanthen beused as a 

measure of the t 
doses resulting f 
When several pn 
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measure of the upper limit of the individual 
doses. resulting from the proposed practice. 
When several practices may contribute signi
ficantly to the exposure of the same el<posed 
population, either simultaneously or succes
sively, the definition of critical groups must 
. take account of these separate contributions. 

(217) When the procedure is extended in 
time or the. exposure: results from environ
mental contamination; the individual and 

'collective annual dose equivalents ma.y'rise to 
'ainaximum over a period of years even lIthe 

· . procedure:coritinues at a constant level. Their' 
· maximum corresp6nds either to the achieve
ment of an equilibrium condition or to the 
level resulting from the period of application 
of the practice. It·is this maximum of the 
average dose equivalent in the critical groups 
iliat should. be compared with the correspond-

····ingdose-equivalentlimit. 
. (218) liis also usefulin some cases to assess 

the dose-equivalent comrirltment or the 
collective dose-eq\!ivalent. ·commitment. 

· These are obtained by integrating over all time 
the average dose-equivalent rate throughout 
the exposed popUlation and the collective 
'dose-equivalent rate in that population, 
where each ot;,these rates is that resulting from 
the application of a specified practice for a 
spe<;ified time, often a. year. On the assump
tion that all relevant conditions remain 
constant,. the armual mean dose equivalent 

· and the annual collective dose equivalent will 
then reach equilibrium values equal to the 

· dose-equivalent. commitment and the 
collective' dose-equivalent commitment per 
year ofpracti(:e. The factors that have to 
remain constant include the rate of applica
tion of the practice, the environmental con
ditions,.the size of the exposed population 
and the way people use that environment; 
In some. instances, the practice' cannot be 
assumed to continue for a sufficient time to . 
allow for the annual collective dose equivalent 

. to teach equilibrium. In this case, it is 
sufficient to integrate the collective dose
equivalent rate over the period of the practice, 
as this integral is equal to the maximum 

D· ." 

annual collective dose equivalent to be experi
enced in the future from the practice. 

(219) Because of its complexity, assess
ments of collective dose equivalent involvethe 
use of Simplifications and approximations, 

. particularly when a large populaiion is Irradi
ated at low dose levels. Ilecause of this, they 
may involve considerable uncertainties and 
these must be borne in mind when tlie assess
ments are being used to appraise the detriment 
associated with a practice. 

The restriction oJ exposure 

The release oJradioactive materials into the 
. environment. (220) The restriction of the 
exposure which is caused by the rele'!se of 
radioactive materials into the environment 
depends on: 

the control of releases of gaseous and liquid 
.effluents to the environment; 
the control of disposals to the environment 
ofsolid,wa5tllS-f .. 
1!.PP"g.piliatc.auangemeuts f:O[ rec1J,u;ing.!he 
probability of accidents giving rise to the 
releases of radioactive materials into the 
environment and for limiting the magni
tudeofthesereleases, should they occur. 

(221) Except for trivial amounts of activity, 
all releases of radioactive substances to the 
environment (including the disposal of solid 
wastes) should be subject to authorizations 
issued by the competent national authority. 
These authorizations should be based on pre
operational studies which should, if neces
sary, include the assessment of the dose
equivalent' commitment to different 
population groups and, in particular, io the 
critical group, and the collective dose 
equivalents and collective dose-'equivalent 
commitments. These· studies should be 
carried out at an early stage of a project when 
it is still possible to introduce modifications. 

(222) These assessments require the use of 
models of various degrees of complexity, 
representing the movement of radioactive 
materials through the environment from the 
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· SOUfceto mlUl. These models have to take into 
account the nature and the physical and 
chemical forms ortne radioactive material~, 
together with their methods of relea~e. The 
models then.have to reflect the characteristics 

· onhe environment imd of lIJan that influence 
. the consequent exposure of individuals and 

groups. To make such models detailed and 
realistic requires extremely complex studies 
invaiving a considerable effort, and it· is 

.. reasonableinpractice to adjust the magnitude 

authori~ed limit for the total release to a 
sector of the environment to which several 
installations release radiqactive materials 
may be different from the sum of the opti
mized limits appropriate for each Jnstallation 
separately. When several installations make 
releases jnto the same sector of the environ
inent, for example into the same river basin, it 
is necessary to assess the derived limit of 
release for the whole of/he relevant sector .. 

· of this effort to thedmportance. of the DIrect external exposure/rom sources uied particularproblem;* ,< . .., .. . .. fo1'lndustrial, medical or scientific purposes. 
(223) In practice, 'the first stage is to carry (228) The restriction of exposure in these cases out a.simplified preliminary study. based on is usually achieved with the.aid of technical existing information and making· use of standards relating to the sources. In some reasonably· cautious hypotheses· to bridge cases, however, .the restriction of exposure over the gaps in the information that always may form part of the design of the individual · exist at this stage. In almost all situations the project. Any necessary reduction of exposure preliminary study wiII show that the is usually obtained by the use of shielding,but exposures that. might be caused by the exceptionally it may be necessary to define an proposed releases are extremely low and that area of restricted access or use in the vicinity su.ffiCien~ information already exists for ofthesow:c.e. 

making aecisions. [nsome cases, however, 
the' prelittrraary'study wilriiidicate the need 
for further work, usually oflimited scale. 

(224) When it appears that the exposures 
wiJI be significant, it wiII usually be necessary 
to assess them \;ith greater accuracy and to 
carry out more detailed studies directed 
principally at reduCing the uncertainties 
indicated by the preliminary study. 

(225) The relationship between the rate of 
release and exposur!e of the critical group 
allows the assessment of a derived limit of 
release in each case. . .... ,. 

.(226) The authorized liinits of release are 
fixed by the riatiomil authorities at values 
which are generally lower than those of the 
derived limits. In setting, such limits the 
authorities should apply, with an appropriate· 
degree of detail, the processes of optimiza
tion, and should.take IIccount of other current 
or proposed sources of exposure. 

(227) Because of the. different factors 
considered in the process of optimization, the 

The use 0/ products widely distributed to 
the public. (229) It is convenient to distinguish 
between two categories of such products: 

those which include electronic equipment 
that emitsx rays adventitiously; 
those which contain radioactive materials. 

(230) These two categories of product 
present' different problems in the restriction 
of exposure. The first category gives rise only 
to external irradiation and that only during 
operations. For the second category, ilis also 
necessary to take account of the·possibility of 

. contamination reoulting from normal use, . 
abnormal events and disposal. 

(231) The restriction of expOsure from both 
these categories of product should be based . 
on a control system at the nationallevel aimed 
at ensuring that the exposures caused by each 
product are justified and then limitelin an 
appropriate w~y. The appraisal of the conse_ 
quences of. the use of these products is 

"'This topic is discussed·in detail in a repoft being prepared by JCRP Cornmiltee4 . 

.. 
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. gener<J1Ly based on the magnitude of the 
collective dose equivl!lentthat they cause, but 
in some applications it may also be necessary 
to take account of the individual dose 
equivalents: The exposure resulting from a 
given application can' often be redu.ced by 
features of the design (for example, by the 
choice of the radionuclide used or by the 
introduction of shielding against x rays); . . 

(232) It is often the caSe thaHhe}~enefits of 
a particular application, though real, are. very 
small. while the:resulting exposures are: also 

. very smali. ft..is. then very dirficuluo make a 
quantitative appraisal of the situation, and 
the final decision will often be based Qn 

only of the change in exposure caused qy the 
assessed practice and not of the pre-existing 
exposure level. The justification for most of 
the underlying practices'(such as the construc
tion of buildings) is self-evident, and the 
emphasis in the testriction of exposure is 
therefore' on optimization_ The process of 
optimization usually leads to the establish
ment of authorized limits for each significant 
situation. 

. 'The lise oj radiation sources in teach(ng_ 
· (237) It is important to distinguish between . 
two kinds of applications of radiation sources 

· in teaching: 

qualitative judgmen t. . .' the generaiteaching of science subjects; 
(233) Although the exposures reSUlting '. specialized teaching of subjects .concerned 

from . each type of these widely.distributed with radiations and their uses. 
products are usually low, the qational In the firsttype of application the exposure 
aut!)ority should ensure that the exposures resulting from demonstrations or experiments 
resulting from all the applications taken is likely to involve a very large number of..' 
together remain within limits that it judges to people and might thus contribute signifk. 
bHeceptable.< '. . caanl"tot~&ral expOS!)[eE.QI:~reas.on,;: 
~2341<1'bepi:~iCStt~Q£ex.PAA'Yes,;._ tlle.C'on\missiOD t~,thatthe amiual;; 

from' products whose use is justified and dose equivalents received by individual pupils '. 
authorized, is achieved by compliance with during their courses should not exceed one.·. 
technical standards dealing with the charae- tenthofthelimitsrecommendedforindividU,!lj, 
teristies f)f the products and; in some cases, members of the public. The second type of 
with the conditions . or'· their 'use and, applkJ'lion involves a much smaller numqer 
sometimes, by providing arrangements for of people and is analogous to. occupational 
their eventual disposal. . exposure. Only exceptionally \vil! the use of 

::.-

Practices raising the. level oj exposure to 
nattiral background .. (235) Examples of the 
practices that may increase the leve!' of 

. exposure from the natural background of 
. radiation include: . -

. .. . .. ' . . 

the use of certain materials in the construc
. lion ofbtiildings and roads; 
high-altitude flying; 
the consumption of water and foodstuffs 
in which theeoneentrati6n of natural iadio
elements is unusually hIgh because of their 
origin or has been enhanced, for example 
by the uSe of fertilizers. 

(236) In applying the system oflimitation of 
exposure, it is appropriate to take account 

--, . 

radiation sources in this kind of teaching 
require the conditions of work to be classified 
as Working Condition A (see paragraph 161). 
Working Condition A should be permitted 
only where students are aged 18 years or over . 
The general procedures for restricting 
exposure should be broadly similar to those' 

· for occupational exposure although, in the 
absence of Working Condition A, they can be 
substantially simplified. More detailed 
recommendations are·given in ICRP Pllblica· 
tion13. 

Monitoring oj exposure 

Monitoring in normal conditions. (238) 
Releases of radioactive materials into the 
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environment should be subject to appropriate Monitoring in abnormal circumstances. 
monitoring to demonstrate compliance with (241) In abnormal circumstances fOllowing, 
the authorized release limits, unless other for example, an accident in an installation or 
forms of assessment show this monitoring to during transport, it may be necessary to carry 
be unnecessary. For major installations, the out monitoring if radioactive materials may 
monitoring of releases may also contribute to have been released into the environment in 
the detection of abnormal situations. In most quantities capal1le of causing a significant 
other cas.es, the monitoring of sources should . exposure of members· of the pUblic. This 
be aimed at ensuring compliance with monitoring has the principal .objective of 
technical standards and the arrangements obtaining information necessary to assess the 

· required by the national authorities. Special situation and to decide on the need for inter
requirements may deal, for example, wIth iiie vention. It should also provide data for ihe 
effectiveness of shields ~round sources, the evaluation of the exposure of members of the 

· characteristics of con,sumer products and the public, taking account of a..w counter
monitoring or-control of iheir distribution, or measures that have b.eeri applied. Further
the setting· of activity limits for building more, scientific information should also be 
materials. .., . collected with the aim of improving the 

(239) In a few cases, essentially limited to prediction of consequences in such situations. 
· situations where the expoSure results from the The program· of monitoring should be 
· release of radioactive materials· into the designed·, at least in general terms, when an 
environm~nt, jt may be necessary to supple- installation first becomes operational or a 
mentthe monitoring of sources by monitoring. series of transport operations is first 
of the relevant sector of the environment. considered. 
Such monitoring!l1a~also be.usefuLin.vedfy-, . 
ing the validity of the models used in.predi<:k. 
iug exposure. Tlie introduction 'JI environ- Intervention 

mental monitoring is only necessary inthe few (242) The form of intervention suitable for 
cases where .. preoperational studies have . limiting an abnormal exposure to members of .. 

. shown that the in(ltallation might be \he cause . the public will depend on the circumstances. 
of a significant exposure of members of the All the countermeasures that can be applied to 
public. Situations may also arise where reduce the exposure of members of the public 
several· installations may release ~adioactive after an accidental release of radioactive 
materials into the same sector of the environ- materials carry some detriment to the people 
ment and, even if each is individually insigni- concerned, whether. it is a risk to health or 
fic!lnt, theymaytogetherinakeifnecessaryto some social disruption; The decision to 
introduce a program of environmental introduce countermeasures should be based 
monitoring, usuaUy of a limited nature. on a balance of the detriment which it carries 

(240) Individual monitoring will not and the reduction in the exposure which it can 
normally.forrna part of,the monitoring of achieve. The magnitude of the detriment of 
general exposure of the public, except in countermeasures wiII vary with their natu.re 
relation to some aspects . of the use of. and with the circumstances in which they are 
radiation sources in. teaching. In the speciaJ- applied, for example, with the size of the 
ized. teaching ·associated with the character, population involved. Their effectiveness, on 
istics or use of radiation sources, individual .the other hand, wiII depend on the speed ~vith 
monitoring may be justified by the likely which they can be introduced. For these 
levels of exposure or by the fact that it forms a reasons it is not possible to fix generally 
valuable introduction to good practice in applicable interVention levels above which 
.subsequent work. intervention will always be required. How-

.- " .. ' 
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ever, it might be po~sible to set levels below 
which intervention would not generally be 
considered to be Justified. Intervention levels 
depcad on the particular circumstances of 
each case and can therefore give only general 
guidance. The decision to introduce counter
measures should tie taken in the light of ail the 
information available at the time. Interven
tion levels are expressed in terms of individual 
dose eqUivalents or intakes. It win 'often be 
helpful in practice to provide d~rived inter- . 

, ..... ventionlevels.applicabieto the results of the 
measurements 'fprming part of the special 
monitoring program. 

(243) To be effective, intervention must be . 
pre-planned. An. emergency plan should 

,'. therefore be ,prepared in any situation where 
. members of the public may be subject to a 
significant accidental exposure. The einer
gency plan should include: , 

the special monitoring needed to assess the 
&itllation<=pa.t~gra.pp·241);, 

lhe..collntetmeasures needed to reduce the 

.-

exposure bfmembers orthe public together 
with the means necessary to put them into 
effect; 
the intervention ievels and derived inter
vention levels giving guidance on the differ-· 
ent coun\ermeasures. 

The emergency plan should be based on a 
study of the radiological consequences of the 
releases following a reference accident. These 
consequences : should be assessed using· a 
method analogous t<1 that described i.n 
. paragraphs 222-'234 for· releases during 
normal operations; The,plan should be suffi
ciently flexible to allow its adaptation to tlte 
real situation, since this will differ from that· 
forecast. In particular, the invervention ievels 
and the derived intervention levels should not 
be applied automatically; they should be 
treated as reference levels intended for 
guidance in making decisions and shoul<;! be ,'." 
reassessed in the light of all the available' . , 
information at the time of intervention. 
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